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METHODS OF COUNTING AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINES

OPERATING CYCLES 

RySzaRd ChaChuRSkI*, PaWeł GłoWaCkI**, StefaN SzCzeCIńSkI**

Military University of Technology*, Institute of Aviation**

Abstract

The issue of low-cycle fatigue is very important in terms of operational safety of aircraft tur-

bine engines. This paper discusses methods, which are used in US aviation industry to determine

boundary cycle counts, as well as methods of counting turbine engine operating cycles allowing

to determine the residual safe operation time (hard time), expressed in cycles. Methods are dis-

cussed, which are used for both older types of engines as well as for present-day ones.

In the paper titled „Zmęczenie niskocyklowe konstrukcji i jego minimalizacja” (Low-cycle

structural fatigue and its minimization), published in volume no. 199/2009 of Prace Instytutu

Lotnictwa (Proceedings of the Institute of Aviation) contains a schematic presentation of loads

acting on components in the „hot section” of an aircraft turbine engine, as well as loads’ opera-

tional dependencies on engines’ operating conditions and operating ranges affecting their low-

cycle structural fatigue. The paper pointed out that findings related to this type of loads had

caused engine safe operation times to be expressed both in hours as well as in cycles. 

Methods for determining the number of cycles „utilized” by main engine modules and their im-

portant parts affecting operational safety, as well as maximum limits of operational cycle

which if exceeded should require replacement of respective modules or individual parts had

been imposed on operators  by engine manufacturers. They are initially determined basing 

on fatigue tests performed on standard specimens of structural material  and then based 

on fatigue tests of production parts and tests of complete engines. 

This paper is a further development of these previously discussed topics.

Keywords: aircraft engine, turbine engine, low-cycle fatigue, cycles number

1. MethodS of the BouNdaRy CyCLe CouNt deteRMINatIoN

In uS aviation industry, tests are performed of passenger aircraft engines, during which at
least 1.000 typical engine operation cycles are simulated under normal operation conditions.
during each cycle the engine must run for a specific time in the takeoff range, in the reversed
thrust range as well as in the idle (cooling) range prior its shut-down (see fig. 1).



fig. 1. Sample passenger aircraft engine operating cycles recreated during tests (each test consisting of
1000 cycles) in order to simulate typical operating cycles during engine’s operation under standard

conditions. engine running ranges are identified as: r/c–start-up or cool-down, bjz–ground idle, 
bjl – flight idle, pod– approach, zn–descent, wzn–climb, st/o–max. takeoff or thrust reverser mode

In case of engines of multipurpose combat aircraft, in order to determine the limit number
of cycles, currently tests based on engine operation conditions typical for military missions are
begin used. at the same time, in order to reduce duration of tests, engines are being run during
these tests only within these ranges, which are significant for the fatigue wear process, i.e. pe-
riods of engine operation in the idle and cruise range, which occur during each mission, are ac-
cordingly reduced (fig. 2).

In case of propeller engines and helicopter engines, in order to determine their low-cycle fa-
tigue life, instead of such shortened tests based on analysis of missions, special-purpose tests
with individual cycle durations of 15 minutes, according to the program presented in tab. 1 [3]
are being performed. 

tab. 1. Steps of a low-cycle test of propeller engines and helicopter engines 
used in uS aviation 

for a high-pressure turbine’s disk in such engine, the probability of fault-free operation is as-
sumed to be at the level of 99.9%. utilizing the probability distribution function and relevant
multipliers, it has been determined that one may assume the fatigue life of such disk to be equal
to e.g. 4000 cycles, provided that for three disks tested performed fatigue tests allowed to
achieve at least 36630 fault-free operating cycles for each disk, i.e. by an order of magnitude
more than the manufacturer-specified life1.
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this indicates that current methods for determining the safe number of fatigue cycles re-
quire further test work and specifications.

zakres = range

fig. 2. a method of incorporating fatigue-related loads, based on the analysis of a combat aircraft engi-
ne’s operating ranges in a typical mission (a) shortened engine test (b) example test corresponding to
air combat (c) and combat support missions (d). engine operating ranges are identified as: bj – idling,

prz – cruising, max – maximum without afterburning, dop – maximum with afterburning
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1this indicates that current methods for determining the safe number of fatigue cycles
require further test work and specifications.



table 2 presents numbers of operating cycles which are being currently assumed during pre-
liminary engine design stages, for various aircraft types in uSaf.

tab.2. Number of operating cycles currently assumed during engine preliminary design stages 
for various aircraft types in uSaf

the type I cycle referred to in the table involves engine start, reaching its maximum  range
without afterburning or with afterburning followed by the engine shut-downtype III cycle in-
volves transition from idling to maximum rev range without afterburning or with afterburning
and return to the idling range. Whereas the type IV cycle involves a transition to the cruising rev
range and to the maximum range, without  afterburning and then return to the cruising range.

2. MethodS of eNGINe CyCLeS CouNtING

from the perspective of aircraft engine exploiters, it is necessary to precisely determine a
method for counting operating cycles occurring during engine operation. a single, complete
engine operating cycle shall be understood as its starting-up, transition to the maximum  range
(takeoff range) and shut-down. In case of commercial aircraft engines, during a single flight the
engine, with all its parts in ambient temperature, is first started up and then for a brief mo-
ment it warms up until temperature distribution of its parts and components stabilize and until
all clearances and fits between matching parts are brought up to standards. While taxing and
while waiting for takeoff, the engine continues to run in its idle range or in a similar revs range.
afterwards, during takeoff and climb phase of the flight it reaches its maximum or near-maxi-
mum range. on the longest leg of the flight the engine runs within the cruising range, which is
then reduced during the descent and landing phases, finally reaching the idle range. In the final
phase of the engine operation, thrust reverser is enabled and then the aircraft taxis to the par-
king area, where the engine is left to cool down, shut down and brought down to the ambient
temperature. for an engine operated in this regime, one may assume, by approximation, that
during each flight one full operating cycle is performed.

In case of engines of multi-purpose combat aircraft, due to their different in-flight use re-
gime, it is also necessary to take into consideration partial changes of engine parts' and as-
semblies' loads, which are important values of the complete cycle. In aviation industries of
various countries, various methods for operating cycles counting are used. 

In case of older engines, cycles are often counted „manually", by the technical staff, using
simplified formulas or even using predefined cycle „utilization" values in relation to flight hour,
depending on the aircraft mission (see tab. 3).
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tab. 3. Conventional operating cycle utilization figures expressed in flight hour, according to the aircraft
mission type. Source: Rolls-Royce

In latest engine designs, cycles are counted by dedicated ground computer systems fed 
with data from fdR’s or directly by engine monitoring systems installed onboard the aircraft.

one of the first developed operating cycle counting methods, based on fdR data, is used pri-
marily by uS air force. In this method the number of so-called cumulated operating cycles 
is determined using the following formula:

where:
cLCF–is the number of type I cycles, cFTC–is the number of type III cycles, a cCIC–is the number
of type IV cycles.the cumulated operating cycles counting method is used, for example for
f100-PW-229 engines of f-16. In German air forces, for Panavia tornado's RB199 engine,
another cycle counting method is used. this is the so-called Rain-flow method. In this met-
hod (its name depicts similarity of the calculation procedure to the effect of a raindrop flo-
wing down a pagoda roof), one selects such amplitudes of stress changes from recorded data,
above which (an imaginary) rain drops would flow (see fig. 3). 

fig. 3. Rain-flow fatigue cycle counting method: a – change of stress in time, b – changes of fatigue
cycles in time, c – diagram illustrating how water would flow from a pagoda roof formed by the "a" 

diagram rotated 90˚, d – determined cycle counts

c cTAC LCF

c cFTC CIC= + +
4 40



Water is poured on each fragment of an imaginary roof at its topmost point, whereas the part
which extends the furthest is being considered first. from it water flows down to lower parts
of the roof, until a point where it can freely reach the imaginary ground. the amplitude of the
cycle stress is depicted by the horizontal distance between the initial point of a water drop and
the point where it reaches the earth. If a drop of water flowing from the next starting point does
not flow off a piece of roof but it rather contributes to the water stream flowing from higher
parts of the roof, then the stress amplitude is equal to the distance between the drop's start
point and the point when it meets the water stream incoming from above.

another  and  somewhat simpler method of counting fatigue cycles is the so-called Reser-
voir method, in which the graph of stress changes in time „is flooded with water" (see fig. 4) 
and then water is drained at its lowermost points (indicated on fig.4 with scissor symbols). 

the height of the column of the water flowing out describes the cycle stress. 
By successively emptying the reservoir by releasing water at its lowermost points, the number
of cycles with stress amplitudes equal to heights of water columns in individual parts of the re-
servoir is counted.

fig. 4. diagram illustrating the method of fatigue cycle counting in the so-called Reservoir method: 
σi – stress amplitude, t – time (scissors symbols indicate successive water draining” points)

Both methods produce the same results.
for the RB199 engine an algorithm of low-cycle fatigue life calculation has been developed,

which utilizes in-flight recorded rotor speed. 
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first, the relative speed of the rotor is calculated as a fraction of the maximum speed 
without afterburning

next, using the Rain-flow method, minimum (nmin ) and maximum (nmax ) speed values
are isolated for each cycle from the fdR. Next, for each cycle, its maximum and minimum

stress values are calculated, which are proportional to respective rotational speeds:

and then, threshold stress values are determined

which correspond to the maximum permitted speed ngr (e.g. such, at which the rotor would

break apart) and maximum allowable stress values for an unlimited fatigue life (above 106 cyc-

les) are calculated where p is the value expressing the specified stress ratio

of 

Next, using the Goodman's formula, equivalent stress of a cycle is calculated:

then, damage value corresponding to a specific rotational speed of the rotor is 
determined:

where m is determined using Wöhler's curve gradient in lg σ (lg C) coordinates.
In case of the RB199 engine, calculations for the LP and hP rotors are performed indepen-

dently, assuming accordingly ngr=120%, p=0.55 and m=3.5 for the hPR and ngr=130%, p=0.4
and m=2 for the LPR (fig. 5).
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fig. 5. dependencies of fatigue cycles utilization c and the maximum speed nmax of the LPR (1) 
and the hPR (2) of the RB199 engine in a certain operating cycle

the graphs shown on fig. 5 indicates, that for speeds of rotors lower than max., utilization of
fatigue cycles is higher for LPR’s than in case of hPR’s.

CoNCLuSIoN

awareness of fatigue life–related issues of aircraft turbine engine parts and methods of co-
unting operational cycles utilized by such engines certainly has a significant impact on flight sa-
fety. the choice of the correct engine operational cycle counting method becomes even more
difficult, as turbines in particular  are subject to time-variable mechanical loads (resulting pri-
marily from the rotational motion of rotor elements as well as from changes of their speeds),
but also thermal ones due  to uneven heating of their parts. another  problem is that depending
on changes of the engine operating range, mechanical and thermal loads may be phase shifted
with respect to each other.

In case of multi-rotor engines, utilization of fatigue cycles of each rotor is different and must
be calculated independently. In operating ranges lower than max., hPR’s utilize less cycles than
LPR’s. It shall be expected that a specific methodology will be developed for determining the
number of fatigue cycles safe for engine's structure, which would take into consideration flight
conditions impacting temperature distribution in the most vulnerable engine parts (such as:
turbine  disks), and that means not just speed of rotors, but also their variable cooling perfor-
mance, which depends on the altitude h and the speed V of an aircraft.

of course data on utilized cycles as well as forecasts regarding engine's continued safe ope-
ration would depend on the design of each engine type–as the same airframe may be equipped
with many engine types. Many aircraft are designed with the option permitting installation of
various engines with similar specifications, e.g. on aircraft such as airbus or Boeing, engines
from Pratt&Whitney, Rolls-Royce or General electric (SNeCMa, CfMI, Iae) can be alternatively
used. the same applies in case of f-16, which may be equipped with various types 
of Pratt&Whitney f100  engines or General electric f110 engines.

RySzaRd ChaChuRSkI, PaWeł GłoWaCkI, StefaN SzCzeCIńSkI12
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METODY ZLICZANIA CYKLI PRACY LOTNICZYCH SILNIKÓW

TURBINOWYCH

Streszczenie

Zagadnienie zmęczenia niskocyklowego jest bardzo istotne z punktu widzenia bezpieczeństwa

eksploatacji lotniczych silników turbinowych. W artykule przedstawiono sposoby wyznaczania

granicznej liczby cykli stosowane w lotnictwie USA, a także metody zliczania cykli pracy silnika

turbinowego w celu określenia pozostałości czasu jego bezpiecznej eksploatacji (resursu) wyra-

żonego w cyklach. Opisano metody wykorzystywane podczas użytkowania zarówno silników star-

szych typów, jak i współczesnych.
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STATIC ANAlySIS OF plASTIC lImIT STATE OF THIN-wAllEd
bEAmS wITH OpEN CROSS-SECTIONS

SebaStIaN GaWłoWSkI

Institute of Aviation

Abstract

The purpose of the paper is to explore the potential applications of the Vlasov theory to de-

scription of limit states of thin-walled beam sections. This study addresses static aspects only.  

The diagrams of stresses in the elastic range (predicted in accordance with the Vlasov theory) 

are utilised to obtain limit stress distributions.

The analysis covers several examples: torsion of I-section thin-walled beam, bending 

and torsion of I-section profile and bending with torsion of a channel profile.

In the case of the second example, the engineering application is shown, too. 

The analysed diagrams of stresses in plastic hinges can be used to develop the interaction surfa-

ces formulae, which enable us to assess the load capacity at collapse.

The finite element simulation (Abaqus) shows that values obtained by this method are lower 

estimations. Computation verifies the adequacy of limit stress distributions predicted by using of

the Vlasov theory.

Keywords: thin-walled beam, the Vlasov theory, limit state, plastic hinge

INtroductIoN

underlying this study is the thin-walled beam theory formulated by Vlasov [1]. the graph
theory is applied to simplify the thin-walled beam description. this new approach to the Vla-
sov theory is given by Piechnik [2]. the work  [2] provides a complete solution to the pro-
blem of thin-walled beams mechanics in the elastic state. It explains why new elements were
added to the Vlasov theory of thin-walled beams e.g. cross-sectional forces (stress resul-
tants): bimoment, the Vlasov torsional moment, the Saint-Venant torsional moment and
shows the normal and shear stress formulae, determined by sectorial co-ordinate and secto-
rial static moment, respectively. the instructions, most helpful in construction of plots of
stress distribution in plastic hinges in the cases of thin-walled beams, are provided in [3], [4]
and [5]. additionally, the book [5] contains the steel profiles research data, which verify the
considerations presented in this study. 

the practical application of thus derived distributions of stresses in plastic hinges involves
an algorithm, which enables the assessment of load capacity at collapse of thin-walled beams
with open cross-sections. the algorithm is presented in more detail elsewhere, [6] and [7]. 
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the [6] contribution compares the three sets of analytical, experimental and computatio-
nal data. the latter are obtained using the shell finite element simulations (abaqus)-[8]. 

this finite element method (FeM) program is a good tool for further studies. 
the papers [9] and [10] introduce the „monitoring areas” concept.
In this approach the limit diagrams of normal and shear stresses can be assumed to be more

accurate as shear stresses can linear vary across the thickness of thin-walled cross-section.

2. MaIN aSSuMPtIoNS

the present analysis is based on the Vlasov theory, simplified by introduction of some ele-
ments of the graph theory. thin-walled beams are described by co-ordinate systems: 
the global system xyz and the local one xsn - Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. the quantities used in the description of thin-walled beams in accordance with the Vlasov theory

the first system allows for defining the beam’s geometry, whereas the components of stress
and strain tensors are determined in the other one. the profile cross-section is reduced to the
middle line (dendrite) d. due to specific behaviour of thin-walled beams under the applied load
(small stiffness and great warping of cross-sections), new quantities have to be introduced to
create a right description of this group of structures.

on the profile cross-section plane-Fig. 1, several characteristic points are located. 
the point CS denotes the centre of shear. If applied forces pass the locus of CS, the thin-walled
beam is only bent (without torsion). Generally, this point will not coincide with the centre of
gravity CG, which happen in the case of solid (thick-walled) beams. the point Q is an origin of
the natural parameter (co-ordinate) s. the location of CS and Q is found using a special proce-
dure available in the Vlasov thin-walled beam description. the vector ρ(s) indicates the locus
of any point P (for any parameter s) on the middle line d. as it is shown in Fig. 1, the local co-
ordinate system xsn can be defined at any point of the d line. the axis x of the local system is
parallel to the beam centre line-x-axis of the global system, whereas the axis s is tangent to
the middle line and n-axis is perpendicular to xs plane. the global co-ordinate system axes y
and z denote the principal directions of the cross-section.

the Vlasov theory introduces two important functions, which determine the distributions

of normal and shear stresses on the cross-section: sectorial co-ordinate (s) and sectorial 

static moment . the first quantity defines normal stresses and is written as follows:



S s
 ( )



(1)

the equation (1) represents a curvilinear integral over the middle line d, from the point 

Q (s=0) to any considered point P. the second function- , is related to shear stresses
and is obtained from (2).

(2)

the integral in equation (2) is calculated from the given point to the end of an analysed leg of
the cross-section. the symbol δ(s) denotes the cross-section thickness, which can vary along

the middle line.

the solution to thin-walled beams mechanics problem is obtained by computing the �(x)
(angle of beam rotation function) from the fundamental equation of the Vlasov theory (3).

(3)

where:

,
E-young modulus, v- Poisson ratio, Iω-sectorial moment of inertia, Is-torsional moment 

of inertia, Mx(x) - function of total torsional moment (with respect to the centre of shear CS)
apart from the Vlasov theory, normal and shear stresses diagrams in plastic hinges are con-

structed assuming that the material is elastic-perfectly-plastic. this model can be applied to si-
mulations of behaviour of steel or aluminium - typical materials of thin-walled profiles. 
under this assumption the stress distributions can be simplified using rectangles with one
height for all parts of the cross-section. obviously, the value of this height must not exceed 
the yield stress magnitude.

the presented algorithm for assessing load capacity at collapse is based on two assumptions.
First, the huber-Mises-hencky yield criterion is used to describe the limit state. 
In the case of thin-walled beams this condition has the form (4).

(4)

the symbols σx and τxs denote normal and shear stress, respectively, whereas σY is a tensile
yield stress value. Secondly, an assumption is made that the analysed profiles are these for
which a plastic hinge appears before local instability. accordingly, only a specific group of thin-
walled beams with limited slenderness ratio of cross-sections legs will be considered.

2. torSIoN oF I-SectIoN thIN-Walled beaM

S s
 ( )

 ( ) ( )s s s
n

s

= ∫ d
0
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2. torSIoN oF I-SectIoN thIN-Walled beaM

let us consider cantilever I-section profile under torsion, as shown in Fig 2.

Fig. 2. the case of twisted concentrated moment applied to I-section cantilever thin-walled beam

If the solid beam theory is applied, only one cross-sectional force (torsional moment) will
exist-related to shear stresses. however the fixed end of profile is a warping restraint, which
causes also normal stresses to appear. this phenomenon is adequately described by Vlasov
theory, which predicts the existence of new stress resultant (determined by normal stresses) -
bimoment. the diagram of bimoment Bω and the remaining nonzero cross-sectional forces, in-
cluding: the Vlasov torsional moment Mω and the Saint-Venant torsional moment Ms, are shown 
in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. the diagrams of cross-sectional forces in the considered problem: a) bimoment, 
b) the Vlasov torsional moment, c) the Saint-Venant torsional moment. the symbol L denotes a free end

of beam abscissa (beam length)

the stress resultants distributions are determined by function α(x) and derived from equa-
tion (3). the suitable derivative relations have the forms:

(5)

the limit state of typical rolled steel cantilever I-section profile (investigated by Strelbicka 
et al.-[5]) was simulated using the finite element analysis (program abaqus). the load applied
to computational model of beam is equal to the limit magnitude, obtained experimetally. 
the loading way in FeM simulation, the experimental one (outlined in [5]) and that presented

in Fig.2 are equivalent. the results (distributions of the huber-Mises-hencky reduced stress)
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let us consider cantilever I-section profile under torsion, as shown in Fig 2.

Fig. 2. the case of twisted concentrated moment applied to I-section cantilever thin-walled beam

If the solid beam theory is applied, only one cross-sectional force (torsional moment) will
exist-related to shear stresses. however the fixed end of profile is a warping restraint, which
causes also normal stresses to appear. this phenomenon is adequately described by Vlasov
theory, which predicts the existence of new stress resultant (determined by normal stresses) -
bimoment. the diagram of bimoment Bω and the remaining nonzero cross-sectional forces, in-
cluding: the Vlasov torsional moment Mω and the Saint-Venant torsional moment Ms, are shown 
in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. the diagrams of cross-sectional forces in the considered problem: a) bimoment, 
b) the Vlasov torsional moment, c) the Saint-Venant torsional moment. the symbol L denotes a free end

of beam abscissa (beam length)

the stress resultants distributions are determined by function α(x) and derived from equa-
tion (3). the suitable derivative relations have the forms:

(5)

the limit state of typical rolled steel cantilever I-section profile (investigated by Strelbicka 
et al.-[5]) was simulated using the finite element analysis (program abaqus). the load applied
to computational model of beam is equal to the limit magnitude, obtained experimetally. 
the loading way in FeM simulation, the experimental one (outlined in [5]) and that presented

in Fig.2 are equivalent. the results (distributions of the huber-Mises-hencky reduced stress)
for particular beam layers are shown in Fig.4. 
both, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the same issue-effort of thin-walled I-section cantilever beam. 
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In the case of FeM analysis, orange areas denote the spots where plastic yield process is ac-
tive. In fact, the yield stress of beam web material is more than in the case of a flange, which is
indicated by dark orange colour for the web. 

In Fig. 4 two characteristic yield zones are apparent. the first one extends from the free end
and involves ¾ of the profile. In this case the plastic yield is located in exterior layers, which sug-
gests that it is generated when shear stresses achieves its limit level, because shear stresses
have the biggest values at boundaries of the profile and become less in the interior (as in the
case of the Saint-Venant torsion). the neutral points of shear stresses are located near the mid-
dle lines of cross-sections-Fig. 4c. the existence of these yield areas was predicted by the 
Vlasov theory. this form of beam effort is a consequence of great values of the Saint-Venant
torsional moment, related to shear stresses-Fig. 3c, which are located in the same part of pro-
file as the analysed yield zones. 

the existence of second plastic yield area at the fixed end of the beam-Fig. 4, was clearly
described by the Vlasov theory, too. the locus (near warping restraints) means that this yiel-

ding occurs when normal stresses achieves its limit value. this fact is confirmed by Fig. 3a
Fig. 4 shows also that plastic zones pass through all layers of profile flange, causing a plastic

hinge to appear in this location. the specific form of plastic hinge (yielding of flanges and
non-loaded web) - Fig. 4, is also observed during experiment-[5].
the construction of normal and shear stresses diagrams for a plastic hinge will be based on

the elastic state analysis. 
Fig. 3 shows, that limit stress distributions (cross-section x = 0) are determined only by two

cross-sectional forces: bω and Mω. the value of the Saint-Venant torsional moment at the fixed
end equals zero. 

accordingly, stresses diagrams in plastic hinge are derived from formulas:

(6)

(7)

the equation (6) shows that in the elastic state the normal stress x distribution over the
cross-section is determined by sectorial co-ordinate, whereas in accordance with (7) the dia-
gram of shear stresses (related to moment Mω) is controlled by sectorial static moment 
(assuming that thickness  is constant for each cross-section leg). Functions ω(s) and Sω(s) for
I-section are depicted in Fig. 5.



Fig. 5. Plots of: a) sectorial co-ordinate, b) sectorial static moment, for bisymmetric I-section

Fig. 5 (and Fig. 3c-zero value of Ms at the fixed beam end) show that the Vlasov theory 
predicts the existence of non-loaded web in the plastic hinge. this is shown by FeM analysis -
Fig. 4, which is a good verification of the analytic limit state model of an I-section thin-walled
beam.

let us consider the sectorial co-ordinate diagram (normal stresses distribution in elastic
range)-Fig. 5a. the plastic yield process begins when the maximum values of σx (at ends 
of flanges) achieve the limit magnitudes. acting on the assumption that material is perfect
(no hardening), the limit value must not be exceeded. the further loading generates the ex-
tension of stress limit areas along flanges to the web position. When the loading process is
complete, the rectangular distributions of normal stresses appear-Fig. 6a. the applied load-
Fig. 2 is responsible for asymmetry of this characteristic (the right top and left bottom parts
of the section are tensioned whereas the right bottom and left top are compressed)-Fig. 6a.

Fig.6. diagrams of stresses in plastic hinge, predicted in accordance with the Vlasov theory: 
a)normal, b) shear, for twisted cantilever I-section thin-walled beam
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the ordinate of stresses is not equal to the magnitude of σY, because the plastic state is
also generated by shear component of the stress tensor. because only Mω exists (Ms=0), 
the value τxs should be constant over the cross-section thickness and should be determined
by Sω(s) only. let us consider the right top part of the cross-section-Fig. 5b. 

the sectorial static moment diagram is placed on positive side of n-axis in the local 
co-ordinate system, which implies that the Sω(s) values are positive for this location. 
the Mω magnitude is also positive-Fig. 3b, so in accordance with formula (7) the shear 
stresses at right top part of section should be negative. the appropriate distribution is depic-
ted in Fig. 6b-the shear stresses at analysed parts of the top flange are negative, because they
have the opposite direction to s-axis in the local co-ordinate system. basing on the presented
algorithm the remaining distributions can be found-Fig. 6b. the shear stress value can be
taken as constant for all points of flanges, because in plastic hinge (in the full plastic state) it
is related to constant σx by equation (4), at each point.

that the assumed normal stresses distribution is correct, was confirmed by FeM limit state
simulations. Fig. 7 shows a map of σx for beam middle surface near the fixed end of I-section
twisted profile, obtained utilising shell elements.

Fig. 7. Normal stress distribution in a plastic hinge obtained by FeM (program abaqus) - 
twisted I-section cantilever profile - middle surface

the predicted diagram - Fig. 6a is the same as this which bases on computation data, that
implies that stress distributions in plastic hinge can be based on the Vlasov theory.
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3. beNdING WIth torSIoN oF I-SectIoN thIN-Walled beaM

this case is often encountered in engineering practice. For example, such situation is recal-
led in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. the case of bent and twisted I-section cantilever thin-walled beam

Five cross-sectional forces will appear in this case. the distributions of the three of these
along the beam length: bimoment, the Vlasov torsional moment and the Saint-Venant torsional
moment, follow the same pattern as in the previous example - Fig. 3. the remaining stress re-
sultants: bending moment My and shear force Fz are well-known from solid beams theory. 

the first varies linearly from zero at the free end of profile to the maximum value for x = 0,
whereas shear force diagram is constant. It is readily apparent that the occurrence of bending
in the torsion case - Fig. 3, does not change the most exerted cross-section locus. 

hence the plastic hinge is again placed at the fixed end of the beam. the fact that My and Fz

exist, prompts us to develop stress limit diagrams using the following formulae:

(8)

(9)

the diagrams of new functions, which determine stress distributions in elastic state, 
are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. the diagrams of: a) z co-ordinate, b) static moment with respect to y-axis, 
for bisymmetric I-section

Fig. 9a shows that the asymmetric normal stresses diagram - Fig 6a, valid for torsion, will be
disturbed by a constant positive σx values in the top flange case and by constant negative 
quantities in the bottom flange case. that implies that tension should prevail over compres-
sion when the top flange is considered, whereas the reversed situation holds for the bottom
flange. 

combining the two diagrams - Fig. 5a and Fig. 9a leads to relocation of neutral points σx

distributions in flanges - Fig. 6a. 
additionally, normal stress due to bending in profile web suggests that limit diagram pre-

sented in Fig. 10a would be correct. the parameter u depends on the Bω/My ratio. 
the magnitude σx is not equal to the tensile yield stress value, because shear stresses also exist.

Fig. 10. the distributions of: a) normal stresses, b) shear stresses, in a plastic hinge, for bent and
twisted cantilever I-section of a thin-walled beam (in accordance with the Vlasov theory)
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the distribution of τxs in flanges - Fig. 10b, is related to Mω (for typical cross-section sizes en-
countered in practical applications the influence of shear force can be neglected). It appears
that the τxs diagram for flanges is the same as in torsion - Fig. 6b and Fig. 10b. 

the nonzero value of Fz causes the shear stresses to appear in web. For the analysed loading
example - Fig. 8, the magnitude of shear force is negative (the remaining cross-sectional forces
are positive). In accordance with equation (9) the sign of the shear stress must be opposite to
that of the static moment Sy(s). In the upper half of the web the Sy(s) values are positive 
whereas in the lower - negative. a thorough analysis of the local co-ordinate systems-Fig. 5a re-
veals the τxs distribution should be taken as constant for the entire web-Fig. 10b. 
the magnitudes of σx and τxs must satisfy formula (4), which guarantees the plastic state in
each point of cross-section.

the adequacy of the assumed diagram-Fig. 10a, is confirmed by the shell element analysis
(abaqus). the task in Fig. 8 was modelled and all relevant conditions (boundary, load, etc.) duly
accounted for. FeM calculations were applied in simulations of the experiment described in [5].
the value of force applied to the computational model of a beam is equal to the load capacity
at collapse obtained from Strelbicka et al. and hence the limit state simulation is performed. 

the distributions depicted in Fig. 10a and Fig. 11 are very similar, which is a proof that 
the Vlasov theory can be employed to construct limit stress diagrams in the thin-walled beams
case.

Fig. 11. Normal stress distribution in a plastic hinge obtained by FeM (program abaqus)-bent and twis-
ted I-section cantilever profile-middle surface

4. alGorIthM oF deterMINatIoN oF load caPacIty at collaPSe-calculatIoN Pro-
cedure IN the caSe oF thIN-Walled beaMS

Predicted diagrams of stresses in plastic hinge can be utilised to formulate the analytic 
approach, which enables the assessment of load capacity at collapse of thin-walled beams with
open cross-sections. Study presented below is the outline of this method for bent and twisted
I-section cantilever profiles. let us consider the general case all cross-sectional forces are 
nonzero. accordingly, diagram in Fig. 10a can be well used. In Fig. 10b, however, the influence
of the Saint-Venant moment should be taken into account. For positive Ms (when only the Saint-
Venant moment exist) the limit stress distribution for any cross-section leg is shown in Fig. 12a.
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Fig. 12. the limit shear stress distributions: a) generated only by Ms moment for a single cross-section
leg, b) generated by Ms, Mω and Fz stress resultants for I-section in the case of beam bending 

and torsion

the assumed shear stresses must be oriented counter-clockwise. If this diagram is taken into
account in Fig. 10b for each cross-section leg, we obtain the distribution given in Fig. 12b. 
the diagram in the web-Fig. 10b must be re-constructed, because only positive stress resul-
tants can be considered. 

the results of study are distributions shown in Fig. 10a and Fig. 12b. the application of pre-
dicted diagrams in the derivation of interaction surface formula is illustrated by an algorithm
in Fig. 13. 

the considered stresses distributions are utilised to develop equivalence relationships, given
in general form by expressions (10)-(14).

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

the equation (14) contains the derivative with respect to s. application of equations 
(10)-(14) in the case shown in Fig. 10a and Fig. 12b leads to the formulae expressing the 
dependence of cross-sectional forces on parameters: u, η, μ. 

F s n z s A
z xs

A

= ∫∫ ( , ) ( ) d
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When these parameters are reduced, we derive algebraic equations governing normal σx and
shear τxs stresses in plastic hinge-Fig. 13. 

Fig. 13. the algorithm for deriving the interaction surface formulae
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after solving the algebraic expressions, the calculated limit stresses are substituted to con-
dition (4), which completes the derivation of the interaction surface formula (15).

(15)

where:

, , , ,

xo-abscissa of cross-section with a plastic hinge,
h-height of I-section (measured between middle lines of flanges), b - width of flanges,
δw-thickness of web, δf - thickness of flanges

this equation will be used for calculation of load capacity at collapse, in an example 
presented in Fig. 8. Numerical data are summarised below:

h=114 mm, b=74 mm, δw=5 mm, δf=6 mm, beam length-l=1.275 m, 
material constants-e =210 GPa, v = 0.3, σy =254.7 MPa, force eccentric-ec =6 cm.

the plastic hinge appears at the fixed end of the beam (xo = 0). the cross-section effort is 
determined by values of stress resultants. the cross-sectional forces are obtained from 
expressions (5) after solving a differential equation (3). 

In this case boundary conditions for (3) are:

, -warping restraint, -absence of bimoment (16)
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the magnitudes of stress resultants for xo=0 are: Bω=0.02944P, My=1.275P, Mω=0.06P, 
Ms=0, Fz=-P. In these relationships the [m] and [kN] units are valid. 

Substituting the values of cross-sectional forces to formula (15), the limit magnitude of force
P (the load capacity at collapse) is calculated. For considered numerical data the desired value
is given in table 1 - first column.

tab 1. the set of load capacity at collapse values for I-section cantilever profile subjected
to bending and torsion

Whether bimoment and bending moment (stress resultants related to σx) are of major 
importance is checked by calculation of load capacity at collapse for the case when the remai-
ning nonzero cross-sectional forces: Mω, Fz are assumed to be zero. the result is shown in 
the second column of table 1. the difference is very small-the third column of table 1, hence
in similar situations (when a plastic hinge appears in the place where cross-sectional forces
related to normal stresses have extreme magnitudes and where the Saint-Venant torsional mo-
ment is equal zero) the influence of τxs on load capacity at collapse value can be omitted.

the example considered in this study was investigated by Strelbicka et al.-[5]. 
the discrepancy between the tensile yield stresses of web and flanges materials was simulated
in an analytic approach by using of one weighted value (the web and flanges moments of iner-
tia with respect to y-axis had weight factors). the result of experiment is given in fourth co-
lumn-table 1. the load capacity at collapse is larger than that obtained analytically. 

the method based on the Vlasov theory gives a more conservative assessment limit force,
which is a major advantage. Furthermore, the level of difference (set in the last column of table
1) is acceptable. a certain underestimation is also confirmed by FeM analysis whereby load
equal to the limit value (column 1 table 1) is applied to the beam model. the distribution of
equivalent plastic strains (the plastic zone range) is illustrated by Fig. 14..
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Fig. 14. the equivalent plastic strains distribution for bent and twisted I-section cantilever profile
(abaqus) - middle surface

the plastic yield areas do not spread over the entire cross-section, so indeed the load value
derived analytically will remain below load capacity at collapse.

the analytic, experimental and computational data display a high degree of correspondence,
which confirms the accuracy of results obtained by a method based on the Vlasov theory.

5. the „MoNItorING areaS” aPProach

let us consider FeM simulations of limit state of a thin-walled cantilever channel beam - 
Fig. 15. the load applied to a profile model is the same as in Fig. 8. Fig. 15a shows the normal
stress distribution near the fixed end of the beam (where a plastic hinge appears) over the mid-
dle surface, Fig. 15b provides the same map for a boundary exterior layer (surface of profile).
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Fig. 15. the limit distributions of normal stresses: a) for middle surface, b) for boundary (exterior)
surface, at fixed end (in plastic hinge) of bent end twisted cantilever channel profile

the tensile yield stress of the analysed material approaches 240000 kPa. Fig. 15 reveals 
that normal stresses in a plastic hinge are nearing σY. these stress magnitudes are represen-
ted by the first and the last ranges at maps legends - Fig. 15. It is reasonable to suppose, recal-
ling equation (4), that values of shear stresses in plastic hinge are very small (and do not
approach the shear yield stress τY). hence in the limit state the distributions of  τxs are the same
as in the elastic range. that is why predicted diagrams of elastic shear stress (linearly variable
along the profile thickness) in a plastic hinge better portrays the analysed situation.

For a cantilever thin-walled channel beam, subjected the load shown in Fig. 8, the relevant
distributions are shown in Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b.

Fig. 16. the diagrams of: a) elastic shear stresses related to Ms, b) elastic shear stresses related to Mω
and Fz, c) sectorial static moment, for channel profile in the case of bending and torsion
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the first diagram-Fig. 16a, applies to a positive Ms. this plot is characteristic of the Saint-
Venant torsion. the second diagram-Fig. 16b, gives the Vlasov torsional moment Mω and
shear force Fz. the distributions in flanges are related with the two cross-sectional forces. 

In accordance with formula (9), the positive Sω(s)-Fig. 16c, in upper flange produces 
(for positive Mω) the negative stresses (opposite to s-axis-Fig. 16c). 

In the case of a lower flange, we get the reverse situation. the influence of Fz in flanges re-
veals the same features as Mω. In the web, however, shear force prevails over the Vlasov tor-
sional moment work, 
so diagram with a constant turn (characterised of Fz) can be assumed. the stresses are direc-
ted from bottom to top-Fig. 16b, as it was the case of the positive shear force. the parameter
c determines the difference between the web and flanges distributions. Stress plots in Fig 16
do not vary along the length of profile legs, because they are basis for the analytic method 
(enabling the assessment of load capacity at collapse) and therefore should not be too com-
plicated.

In the plastic hinge the condition (4) must be fulfilled at each point of the cross-section.  
a diagram of normal stresses in limit state linearly variable through the profile thickness
would be required, which complicates the problem. the good solution is provided 
by the „monitoring areas” idea. accordingly, the entire cross-section is divided into layers -
Fig. 17a. 

Fig. 17. the diagrams of: a) normal stresses in plastic hinge for bending and torsion - in accordance
with „monitoring areas” approach, b) sectorial co-ordinate, in the case of thin-walled channel beam.
the application of the „monitoring areas” approach to the investigation of shear stresses indicated 

with dot line
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the linear shear stress diagrams are substituted by stepped diagrams - Fig. 17a - dot line,
similar to normal stress distributions. For each layer the values of σx and τxs are constant. 
the number of used layers depends on the desired accuracy of load capacity at collapse 
calculations. In accordance with equation (4), it is required that the greatest value of τxs in
the exterior layer be accompanied by the smallest σx at the same place. 

this explains the normal stress distributions through the cross-section thickness. 
Instead, the σx distribution along the length of cross-section legs is determined by ω(s) and

z(s) functions, as revealed by equation (8). When torsion plays the key role, the sectorial co-
ordinate diagram prevails over z(s) co-ordinate and the distribution shown in Fig. 17b is de-
cisive. So, the diagram presented by Fig. 17a describes normal stresses distribution in plastic
hinge where load eccentricity ec is large.

the characteristic phenomenon occurs when eccentricity ec is slightly larger than distance
ay -Fig. 17b. the impacts of positive Bω and My are equal. the first cross-sectional force is 
related to negative linear σx diagram in the upper half of the web-Fig. 17b, whereas 
the positive bending moment generates the positive linear normal stress distributions (well-
known from the solid beams theory) at an analysed place. the loading process is responsible
for the balance effect in both σx diagrams at the web. this „non-loading” of the web must be
taken into account when constructing the normal stress distribution in a plastic hinge for the
given case.

the predicted diagram of σx for the limit state (when torsion (Bω) dominates)-Fig. 17a, 
is confirmed by FeM (abaqus) simulations - Fig. 15. the distributions along middle line 
and through the cross-section thickness obtained analytically and by computation procedure
are the same. the greater values of normal stresses in middle surfaces of flanges (when com-
pared to exterior layers) are presented by the first and last areas in the map legends - Fig. 15.
In the web, the stress distribution through the cross-section thickness (Fig. 17a) is reverse 
to that illustrated in Fig. 15, because the directions of shear force in these two cases are
opposite.

limit stress diagrams shown in Fig. 16a, Fig. 16b and Fig. 17a can be utilised to derive 
interaction surface formula, which enables the assessment of load capacity at collapse. 
the algorithm is similar to that presented in Fig. 13. however, the normal and shear stress
states are not analysed simultaneously, first we consider τxs and next the yield condition (4)
is formulated for each layer separately. Finally, the σx problem (with normal stress magnitu-
des calculated in the two previous steps) is investigated. 

the analytic approach to finding load capacity of thin-walled beams at collapse, based on
„monitoring areas” approach, is particularly useful in the study of cases where the Saint-
Venant torsional moment (τxs) has major influence in limit state creation. 

6. coNcluSIoNS

It is shown that the Vlasov theory can be well used for building the normal and shear stress
diagrams in plastic hinge for thin-walled beams and evaluating profiles exertions. basing on
elastic stress distributions (consistent with sectorial co-ordinates and sectorial static moments
functions), the virtual expansion of yield zones leads to creation of proper limit stresses dia-
grams. the FeM (abaqus) simulation confirms the adequacy of predicted plastic hinges shapes.
the computation data indicate that evaluation of thin-walled beam exertion 
(i.e. finding of the plastic hinge locus) through the analysis of cross-sectional forces diagrams
(developed in accordance with the Vlasov theory) produces good results. limit stress diagrams 
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developed in this study can be utilised to formulate interaction surface formulae, which
enable assessment of load capacity at collapse in the case of thin-walled beams. 

the constructed analytic method affords us the thesis that we obtain the underestimated va-
lues of limit load, which is verified by experimental and calculation data. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that this approach can be used in design, because provides safe values of load capacity at 

collapse. this method can be also treated as a tool for verification of new algorithms 
(algorithms for determination of limit load). It appears that in the cases when the Saint-Venant
torsional moment does not contribute to the formation of a plastic hinge, the influence of shear
stresses on the limit load can be omitted. conversely, when shear stresses are not negligible, the
„monitoring areas” approach should be adopted to calculate more exact values of load capacity
at collapse.
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ANAlIzA STATyCzNA STANU gRANICzNEgO plASTyCzNEgO
pRęTów CIENkOśCIENNyCH O pRzEkROjACH OTwARTyCH

Streszczenie

Praca przedstawia implementację teorii Własowa do opisu własności prętów cienkościennych

otwartych w stanie granicznym plastycznym. W szczególności zajęto się konstruowaniem roz-

kładów naprężeń normalnych i stycznych w przegubach plastycznych. Rozważania pokazują,

iż teoria Własowa stanowi idealne narzędzie do przypuszczania granicznych plastycznych roz-

kładów naprężeń w przypadku rozpatrywanej grupy profili. Rozwinięciem analizy jest skon-

struowanie podejścia analitycznego służącego szacowaniu nośności granicznej prętów

cienkościennych otwartych. Ilustracją rozważań są znane z praktyki inżynierskiej przykłady licz-

bowe obejmujące zginanie i skręcanie profili dwuteowych oraz ceowych. Poprawność otrzymanych

wyników analitycznych jest potwierdzona przez przytoczone rezultaty obliczeń numerycznych

MES jak i dostępne dane doświadczalne. Na zakończenie zaprezentowano ideę „monitorowanych

pól”, która pozwala na precyzyjniejszy opis zachowania się prętów cienkościennych otwartych 

w stanie granicznym plastycznym.
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pOSSIbIlITIES OF lImITINg THEm
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Abstract

The article has presented some of the most important reasons for and sources of main factors

causing interferences with the natural ecosystem within the airport zone- resulting from parti-

cularly heavy traffic and from the functioning of various devices on small limited areas of surface

and the ground-level layer of the atmosphere. These operations are accompanied by intensive

noise and heat emitted in large quantities- which are caused by the work of jet  engines  of taking

off and landing aircraft. The jet engines work contributes to the ‘production’ of not only CO2

and H2O, but also numerous harmful chemical compounds such as CO, HC as well as NOx.

Key words: ecology, toxins, airport  traffic, aircraft take- off, turbofan engine

INtroductIoN

the degree of the pollution of the airport  environment depends on the effects of the func-
tioning of airport equipment and on all of the ground services responsible for assuring the air-
crafts’  safe  landing, the passengers and cargo off load and further transportation outside the
airport, also the most noticeable (noise!)- of the running engines during airplanes take-off and
landing.  

among some of the airport’s ecosystem disruptions are:
- ground-based: electromagnetic radiation(radars, transceivers); chemical agents for was-

hing and de-icing aircrafts, runways and taxiways ; fuel and oil spills; raising dust; noise and ex-
haust fumes  made by moving vehicles

-aircraft: vast amounts of exhaust gases and several times bigger amount of air from engine
secondary stream  with high speed are entering the  environment. Intaking air-mass  around the
aircraft damages the airport surface. the turbulent air circulation caused by running engines
not only  depletes the soil surrounding runways and taxiways, but it is also a source of exhau-
sting noise for living creatures.



1. aIrPortS aS  Source of ecoloGIcal threatS

the intensity of emerging ecological threats at airports substantially depends on the orga-
nization of work and activities ensuring full safety of taking-off and landing airplanes, 
transfer related with loading and unloading passengers and their luggage (or cargo); mainte-
nance  before and after the flight; cleaning and  refueling etc.

What is more, these operations require the use of numerous machinery and special equip-
ment (including tractors and motor-cars). all of them must comply with formal requirements
of environmental protection with the minimization of energy-consumption. Nonetheless, these
devices are a source of noise, and also, as they are equipped with piston engines, they release
hot exhaust gases with toxic components such as Nox, co, hc and large quantities of co2. 
one must bear in mind that this comprises to a scintilla of the emissions produced by jet engi-
nes of landing and taking-off airplanes. their concentration at one place poses a major ecolo-
gical threat for nearby people.

It has to be noted that to produce 1 hp from piston engine requires 1 g/s of air and engine 
is emitting  one g/s of exhaust gases.

to minimize the amount of exhaust gases, the aim is to replace  spark-ignition engines 
in airport vehicles and devices with more effective self-ignited ones, and in long-term electric
engines.

the view that exhaust gases (with the poisonous content) are  the cause of asthma, lung 
and liver illnesses, also various types of cancer is becoming common among medical and sani-
tation institutions. 

Probably 80 millions europeans live in the airports neighbourhood so they are exposed to un-
healthy noise.

2. aIrcraft aS a Source of ecoloGIcal threatS

Majority of combat and commercial aircraft are powered by jet engines which are the main
contributors to the atmosphere pollution.

It has to be stated that contemporary turbofan engine  represent the highest form of art
among the technical products and consist of the newest technological, material engineering
and electronic achievements and contribute to development of these scientific disciplines.

the level of development of jet engines can be described by thrust and Specific fuel con-
sumption (Sfc). In the forties of the last century jet engines had a thrust of approximately 800
daN and Sfc around 1kg/daNh whilst now the thrust is almost 50000 daN and Sfc approa-
ching 0.28 kg/daNh which means 60 times higher thrust and five times better economics. 
Such achievements are not for free and for example in the nineties of the last century 1 daN
cost was around 200 $ when at present nearly 700 $. 

although participation of aviation in the total mankind green gases emission range from 2%
to 3% it has to be pointed out that pollution concentrates on limited areas. 

during the  first three minutes of a commercial aircraft take–off and climb, the airflow aro-
und the aircraft  of  approx. 200 k cubic meters accelerates to 300m/s and the stream of exhaust
gases of approx. 50 k cubic meters accelerates to 600m/s, simultaneously generating nearly
2000 kg of co2,  creating  a massive turbulence of the air at runway zones and their spatial ex-
tensions. Whereas during descent and landing, atmosphere disturbances are much lower 
but persist  significantly longer so they have  to be equally considered  when their  negative im-
pact on airports zone is discussed. aviation operations are a significant nuisance for airports 
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neighbourhood inhabitants due to the frequency and intensity of noise as also the presence 
of polluted air.  the degree of problems caused by aviation within limited area of airport zones
can be exemplified  by the chopin airport with  the average of 400 daily aviation operations. 
the interval between them is only few minutes and, what is important, they occur mainly in two
peaks, in the morning and afternoon . 

3. cloSING reMarkS

although it is obvious that the described aviation difficultie, are well-known for numerous
years, new problems occur - as  the fast  growth of civil aviation consequences in its social 
and ecological „noticeability”.

It results in the formulation and introduction of new rules such as acceptable limits 
of noisiness of  taking-off and landing airplanes and permissible toxic contents in exhaust gases

all of  the above mentioned look like „shots to one goal”. Improvements in this field can only
be reached as a result of specific engine modifications. however, these improvements which
enable the reduction of fuel consumption by introducing new  materials allowing the increase
of temperature before the turbine as well as the pressure ratio are causing  significant increase
of Nox emission. Some  modifications like the  usage of biofuels and other alternative fuels sig-
nificantly  reduce the loss of co2 equilibrium in the atmosphere and limit the amount of pollu-
tants in exhaust gases. It is believed that utilization of shale gas or pure hydrogen, even ethanol
and methanol is a solution. In these cases, balance must be maintained during their produc-
tion process with the amounts of carbon consumed,  for e.g  evaporation.

It seems that the easiest way to reduce the noisiness of jet  engines could be achieved by mo-
difying the shape of  exhaust nozzles or by introducing  ejectors of additional airstream from
the atmosphere. 

every change requires thorough examination (various  flight conditions and engine operating
ranges),and especially the design engineers’ profound knowledge and intuition in  thermody-
namics, aerodynamic and fluid mechanics.

as experience teaches, there are cases in which reducing an adverse behavior of the machine
in one operating mode resulted in a dangerous increase in another. 

therefore, any success in this field can be expected only after an insightful evaluation 
of the current state and the chances of ( for e.g. technological) its  improvement.
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zAgROżENIA EkOlOgICzNE wOkół lOTNISk 

I mOżlIwOśCI ICH OgRANICzANIA

Streszczenie

W artykule przedstawiono najważniejsze przyczyny i źródła głównych czynników powodujących

zakłócenia „normalnego” systemu ekologicznego w strefie lotnisk–a wynikające ze szczególnie 

intensywnego ruchu i działania różnych urządzeń na niewielkim obszarze powierzchni ziemi

i przyziemnej warstwie atmosfery. Działaniom tym towarzyszą skoncentrowany hałas 

i wydzielanie ciepła w ogromnych ilościach–których przyczyną jest praca turbinowych silników

odrzutowych startujących i lądujących samolotów. Z pracą tych silników wiąże się „produkowa-

nie” nie tylko CO2 i H2O ale także wiele szkodliwych związków chemicznych jak CO, niespalone HC

oraz NOx w dużych ilościach
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for f-100-PW-229 engine in f-16 aircrafT 

for inTake vorTex develoPmenT analysis 
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Abstract

In this paper selected problems on building complex object  (virtual model of intake conduit 

for the engine of F-16 aircraft) for the needs of numerical analysis, including numerical analysis

of intake vortex phenomenon,  are presented. 

The process of discretization in selected problem was described and few hints and guidelines 

for preparing and performing the process of computational area discretization were contained.

In the next section test results were presented with the purpose of examining the accurateness 

of object’s shape and selected computational grid, chosen boundary conditions and algorithm 

of solution. This paper is an introduction to conducting  wider analysis of a dangerous, 

from the perspective of engine’s life, phenomenon which is the air intake vortex development 

on F-16 aircraft.

Keywords: numerical fluid mechanics, intake vortex, aerodynamics

INtroductIoN

an engine running on ground conditions while ingesting required amount of airflow gene-
rates  a velocity field. characteristic of this field is a stagnation line and a point, where the line
meets the ground called stagnation point [17]. external disturbances as velocity against the air
during take-off or crosswind may cause intake vortex creation, which spins around stagnation
line. this phenomenon conduces uplifting of broken pavement and other debris from 
the airstrip. Picture 1 greatly illustrates intake vortex phenomenon and its consecution. 

a) b)
Pic. 1. Intake vortex crated on the engine inlet of F-16 aircraft (a). a compressor of the turbine engine

damaged by foreign object ingestion into the intake duct (b)



Low location is a common characteristic of modern engine intakes, for example MiG-29 has
got an air intake located 90 cm above the aerodrome level and even usage of a special intake ja-
lousie and additional intakes on upper fuselage would not prevent foreign object ingestion into
the intake duct. In the case of F-16 aircraft the location of an intake is approximately 100 cm.
therefore research on protecting the engine from damages is necessary. If we refer to ameri-
can data on this aircraft then for example class B aviation accident (injury results in perma-
nent partial disability or total cost of property damage is $200,000  or more) caused by foreign
object ingestion in 1996 year was in a number of 5 whereas in 2001 year it raised to a number
of 38 (700% rise).

Problems on intake vortex creation and foreign object ingestion by turbojet engines were
analyzed by polish researchers, however this analysis only pertained to previously operated
aircrafts as MiG-21, tS-11 Iskra or Iryda aircraft [13-16].

1. coNStructIoN oF aN INtaKe SySteM ModeL 

Numerical analysis of objects aerodynamics, regardless of analysis model, require construc-
ting  a virtual object of research and computational grids.

development stage of advanced programs cad (computer aided design) enables to con-
struct one object that is used  throughout entire cycle of designing and optimizing created con-
struction. In all researched problems the first factor that conditions receiving the accurate
solution is the exact representation of evaluated object’s geometry.

the process of building virtual model of F-16 aircraft’s air intake, called also part design ,
can be divided into stages:

-ingathering all necessary geometry data of modeled object
-evaluation of acceptance and possibility of simplifying the object of numerical research 
- entering essential geometrical points and edges on which the planes are constructed 

(planes of external contours or planes of cross sections)
- constructing 3d object
unfortunately, software included in Fluent package intended for constructing virtual objects

of research (Gambit) enables only simple 3d constructions. therefore in the case of more com-
plex objects it is necessary to use professional cad software. In this work professional uni-

graphics and Solid edge packages were used.
F-16’s virtual model construction was an enormously difficult task. Problems started when

it occurred that detailed geometry data was not easy to gather. For this reason all of the essen-
tial data  was obtained by the means of 3d scanning of the real object, overview of available li

terature [2], [3], [4], remote controlled model plans and exact photos. on the basis of the
same source data a  model for tunneling research was constructed.

alike the process of constructing object for experimental research also in this case elements
with no significant impact on the research results, like antenna cowling situated on the top side
of a fin, automatic gun cowling etc., are not reconstructed. 

the process of constructing virtual model of F-16’s air intake was aerodynamically compo-
und therefore it was divided into stages. In this case separate parts were constructed later to
be integrated into a solid part as an aircraft model.

In the pictures 2-4 sample stages of intake elements construction using cross sections are
shown.  
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Pic. 2. Fuselage constructed by sweeping through the cross section

Pic. 3. air intake
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Pic. 4. completed front part of the fuselage with air intake

the final stage was connecting all constructed parts into one what is shown in the picture 5.
this model was used for numerical research of object’s aerodynamics.

Pic 5. Front part of the F-16 aircraft used for discretization

exporting constructed model into Gambit preprocessor turned out problematic and it was ne-
cessary to make few corrections, concerning i.a. sweeping thorough cross sections (using more
guiding curves was essential). correcting process was repeated due to exporting errors what
shows substantial difficulties in constructing complex objects.

the last stage of constructing and preparing to discretize virtual object of research is defining
the area surrounding imported object in order to discretize computational area and therefore
to build a computational grid. Imported object often includes a lot of curves and construction
planes created during the process of computer aided design which are not useful or even pre-
vent building computational grid of assumed parameters (pic. 6a). thus all unnecessary ele-
ments must be removed by implementing a virtual cleanup of the object. during this process
an object, constructed of complex curves and planes, may become damaged. For this reason a
check construction of a grid on „cleaned” area is advised [5].  While cleaning up, other elements
that make the grid construction harder or even impossible should be removed (of course if it
does not affect the shape of an object). these are small, in comparison with other, edges and pla-
nes that construct the object, planes connections of sharp angles, rounds of very small curva-
ture etc. 
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the result is an object build of essential planes or divided into parts that are helpful 
in constructing a grid (Pic. 6b). 

Pic. 6. object right after importing (a) and object prepared to discretization (b).
construction of computational grid

2. coNStructIoN oF coMPutatIoNaL GrId

computational grid construction starts with defining the computational area. It is an impor-
tant stage because the largest computational area the more elements of discretization and the-
refore the inessential rise of the computing time. on the other hand if the area is too small the
number of computational errors will increase as a result of chosen boundary conditions in a
form of undisturbed flow. In the case of too small area disturbances of the flow field may reach
the edges of computational area causing considerable computing errors and even impossibility
of solution. Basing on the analysis of former cases on computational area a region of cubicoid
shape with dimensions of 20 [m] x 10[m] x 10[m] was chosen (pic. 7) (it is planned to con-
struct a grid based on a partly spheroid computational area in order to investigate the influence
of area’s shape on given boundary conditions).

Pic. 7. View of the computational region
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In order to optimize the number of computational elements it was decided to additionally 
split the computational volume inside which the computational grid would be condensed.

Pic. 8. View of the computational region with additional subarea of increased grid density

dimensions of the subarea are: 8[m] x 4[m] x 3.75[m].
the next stage is a discretization of edges and planes of discussed object of research (pic. 9.).

In Gambit preprocessor two types of surface elements can be used – triangular and tetragonal.
In the case of volumetric discretization available elements are:

- tetrahedral – picture 9 a
- hexahedral – picture 9 b
- pyramidal – picture 9 c
- prismatic – picture 9 d

a) b) c) d)

Pic. 9. Volumetric elements of discretization

In the research all planes were discretized with triangular elements. usage of this type of
elements was conditioned by complexity of the discussed object – there is no possibility of buil-
ding a structural grid on object alike with Fluent Package [5], [6].

Pic. 10. computational grid on the front part of F-16 aircraft
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In the following stage boundaries of internal and external region were discretized. 
on the planes of internal region denser grid was used than on the external region. 
By this process more reliable results can be received using a grid with satisfactory number 
of cells - in this example it is 433974 volumes,  and computational power can be saved for grid
adaptation.

Pic. 11. discretization of entire computational region

In the last stage preliminary boundary conditions were given. on the external planes surro-
unding the computational region a boundary condition of pressure inlet was given, whereas
on the compressor intake plane the boundary was a pressure outlet. on the ground and on the
aircrafts’ surface the given boundary was a wall.

3. deterMINatIoN oF ParaMeterS oF the INtaKe SySteM

to perform calculations a commercial computational package cFd Fluent was used. this pac-
kage is based on finite volume method. Main advantage of this method is a possibility of buil-
ding non-orthogonal and nonuniform computational grids, what has a major significance in the
computational tasks of complex objects [7].

this method is based on direct discretization of equations expressing the conservation prin-
ciples in physical space, therefore a starting point would be an integral form of principles of
conservation equations [7]:

- mass conservation equation (continuity equation)

(1)

- momentum conservation equation

(2)

- energy conservation equation
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(3)

where:

V – volume
S – area

– surface heat flux density (for ex. Fourier’s law of thermal conductivity 

- heat flux density to fluid unit mass.

In order to simplify further transformations three of the above equations can be written as:

(4)

where are column vectors:

; ;

where:

– is a surface stress tensor 

– thermal conductivity coefficient

Vector is a state vector, its components are mass, momentum and total energy of unit mass.
these are basic quantities characterizing physical state of a fluid. First part of the left part 
of the equation (4) defines changes of the state in time inducted by external sources influence. 
external sources can also cause a change in momentum and energy. Surface integral in (4) 
is a convection element and it defines the fluxes of this quantities by external surface. 
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the right part element is a source element and under the divergence sign it contains diffu-
sion elements.

afterwards above equations are averaged according to equations from [8]. [9], [10] and [11]
and the results are reynolds equations. these reynolds equations were used to solve discus-
sed problem. It is worth noticing that mentioned before averaging of equations causes closed 

before system of equations becomes an open system–there are 6 complementary relation-
ships defining components of turbulence stress tensor lacking. therefore using turbulence mo-
dels is necessary. Preliminary test computations were made for pressure raging from 98000
Pa to 50000 Pa in compressor’s inlet plane in a flow duct of the engine.

these test were conducted to check correctness of the constructed virtual object, construc-
ted computational grid and also to check correctness of chosen boundary conditions. In preli-
minary computational tests no adaptation of computational grids was used. calculations were
made only for Spallart–allmaras model of turbulence at zero external flow velocity.

Values of mass flow rate received in preliminary tests were raging from 31 to 121 [kg/s] in
compressor’s inlet plane. It should be noted that mass flow rate value of 120 [kg/s] is a maxi-
mum possible value of flow rate for F-100-PW-229 engine.

results received by preliminary test calculations are presented below. In presented combi-
nation a significant pressure drop in the flow duct was received – to a level of  4950 Pa and the
flow velocity reaches the value of 327 m/s.

Pic. 12. Static pressure in an intake flow duct.

analysis of the flow in the engine’s intake duct (pic. 12) shows the location of the lowest
pressure region (lower edge of the intake)

Pic. 13. Flow streamlines in an intake flow duct in the velocity scale [m/s]
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Flow velocity in the intake duct (pic. 13 and 14) locally reaches the value of 327 m/s and af-
terwards drops to a level of 260 m/s prior to compressor’s intake.

Pic. 14. Flow streamlines in the velocity scale [m/s]Pic. 14. Flow streamlines in the velocity scale [m/s]

4. FINaL coNcLuSIoNS

on the basis of presented preliminary test results vast possibilities of using mentioned cFd
package for flow problems are seen. these results are very promising. It should be noted that
specifying received results by grid adaptation in the regions of large pressure gradients is ne-
cessary. Next step will be to conduct a series of calculations with an inflow stream and after-
wards a series of unsteady calculations with and without inflow stream to check the capability
of simulating intake vortex creation. however these problems are very time-consuming.
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BudoWa siaTki do WloTu f-16. analiZa PrZePŁyWoWa

Streszczenie

W artykule zaprezentowano metodykę budowy modelu parametrycznego na potrzeby analizy

drgań własnych elementów lotniczego silnika turbinowego. Omówiono proces modelowania 

w ujęciu systemowym w zastosowaniu do procesu optymalizacji łopatki turbiny.  

Przedstawiono osobliwości projektowania lotniczego silnika turbinowego i jego zespołów. 

Opracowano algorytmy wyboru punktów z danych pomiarowych do utworzenia wzorca. 

Przeprowadzono dyskusję doboru krzywych do parametrycznego modelowania z uwzględnie-

niem wejść do procesu optymalizacji odwzorowania powierzchni bazując na technice inżynierii

odwrotnej. Przedstawiono proces odwzorowania geometrii od etapu wykonania precyzyjnych 

pomiarów, identyfikacji danych, weryfikacji krzywych, aż do utworzenia bryły modelowanego

obiektu. W pracy zawarto założenia opracowanych przez autorów i zastosowanych algorytmów

modelowania elementów struktur lotniczych.
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Abstract

In the article methodology for the construction of parametric model for natural vibration

analysis of the turbine aircraft engine components was presented. The process of modeling in a

systemic approach in application to turbine blade optimization was discussed. Peculiarities of

the design of turbine aircraft engine and its aggregates were described. Algorithms of point se-

lection out of the measurement data in order to create a pattern was formulated. In the paper a

discuss is conducted on selection of the curves for parametric modeling including inputs to the

process of surface mapping optimization based on reverse engineering technique. The process

of geometry mapping begging from precise measurements , data identification, curve verifica-

tion and ending with creation of a solid of modeled object is shown. This paper contains assum-

ptions of algorithms of aircraft structure elements modeling developed and used by the authors.

Keywords: turbine jet engines, turbine, reverse engineering methods, profile curves optimiza-

tion, cross-sections modeling, geometric design tools.

INtroductIoN

construction of the model in order to design new or reconstruct existing turbine blade is as-
sociated with the choice of multiple parameters, which relative to each other may be related by
criteria and goal functions. among many design methods most frequently encountered and ef-
fective way is hierarchical design, which steps are show in Figure 1. this multi-step process
can be divided into three levels of design.

the first level is associated with the choice of engine type as a function of the tasks perfor-
med by the aircraft. the basic parameters that must be included at this stage are aircraft weight,
velocity and altitude of flight and the number of engines. Simultaneously the conditions of opti-
mizing work cycle of the engine must be formulated in order to determine the most compa-
rable to the optimal design point together with parameters such as engine thrust K, temperature

before the turbine , compression of the compressor , mass flow , etc. [9].
the second level concerns the design and optimization of the components of the engines 



which include the air intake, compressor, combustion chamber, turbine and exhaust system, 
taking into account possible variants of design solutions.  the process of turbine optimiza-

tion is to include size, weight, noise criteria, the criterion of reducing the temperature before
the turbine, the turbine cooling criterion and a criterion for engine design time. on this basis
charts of all of the criterions can be created in order to obtain areas free of restrictions for the
turbine, which will determine the value of relevant work parameters of this component (eg.
expansion), but also other parameters of turbine jet engine.

the third stage is related to the formation of engine variants and determination of its 
performance which include maximum thrust , minimum specific fuel consumption ,
minimum weight and minimum dimensions of the unit as well as certain 
parameters relevant from the operational point of view as service life, cleanness of the engine
(exhaust gas composition) or noise level. as a result of the analysis area characterizing the en-
gine with its mass and dimensions is obtained. 

the final step is related to the calculation of the characteristics which should answer the
question concerning the selection of the engine variant and its components (including the 
turbine component).

Fig. 1. Scheme of the design process of the turbine engines [1], where K-engine thrust, cj-specific fuel

consumption, mass flow, m-engine weight
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1. SINgularItIeS oF the turbINe Structure

the turbine component of turbine jet engine (Fig. 2.) consist of many interacting elements,
with different functional purpose subject to external influences that affect the efficiency of the
entire system. In order to properly design this system a theory and methodology of complex sys-
tems must be used. this allows to obtain maximum performance in the range of all parameters
and at the same time enables workmanship and quality of chosen solutions estimation.

the process of turbine component design should include:
-the complexity of the flow channel, which is a spatial layout
-the need to minimize all types of losses
-optimization of feather’s shape should be considered spatial

Fig. 2. the turbine component of two-spool turbine jet engine

these types of turbines with their need for specific design solutions resulting from the type
and extent of the loading which they are subject to are difficult to describe due to all the rela-
tionships between elements of the system (functional elements properties and their relation-
ships) [12]. therefore to describe all these relationships hierarchical equations are used, from
general to specific equations. In the highest level of the system (generalization) turbine can be
considered as a whole (as a component of turbine engine), where the working medium of de-
fined parameters (temperature , pressure and velocity c) flows into and where 

the internal energy of the exhaust stream is converted into power of the turbine component
[5]:

(1)

where: - the stagnation temperature of exhaust gas

-mass flow of exhaust gas

-expansion in the turbine



In the modern aircraft turbine engines due to the high value of compression in the 

compressors (recently up to ) high temperature of exhaust gas before the turbine 

is required and it reaches 1700..1800 K. this gives 4…5 for a single turbine. 
the use of such a solution has huge advantages connected to simplifying the construction, 

reduction of the mass and lower demand for air flow for cooling (up to 1.5 times less than 

the two-stage systems). In the case of single-stage turbines for 4 with an appropriate 
degree of reactivity degree the flow velocity at the exit of the nozzle rim is subsonic 

and of the rotor rim is supersonic. If  4…5 then for any value of reactivity a supersonic ve-
locity is obtained, what requires appropriate modeling of the flow channel. 

additionally significant circumferential velocities of 530…550 m/s are obtained on the

mean radius, giving a kinematic coefficient of the flow 0,46…0,48, which however cau-
ses the increase in losses.

the second level of the hierarchic system is the division into high- and low-pressure turbine
together with all the functional constrains. Next divisions (decomposition of the system) lead
to the separation of each element, including very important element which is the turbine rotor

blade (Fig.3).

a) b) c)
Fig. 3. examples of turbine blades from turbine jet engines with different cooling methods a - the type

of blade with passive cooling, b - blade type with convection cooling, c - the type of blade with
convection cooling of boundary layer

System is designed from the highest to the lowest level. In the decomposition additional at-
tention should be paid to minimizing the change in constrains between elements and to the
properties of these elements. this allows to examine each subsystem as a separate object with
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component, due to the load, which determines the durability of the whole component is the
cascade of the nozzle and rotor rim blades. due to these factors, much attention is paid to the
design of turbine blades. turbine blades in aircraft turbine engines are the elements loaded at
most and therefore affecting durability, reliability and safety of the engine operation. turbine
blades (as well as compressor blades) belong to most numerous group of elements occurring
in turbine engines. Number of these elements may reach the order of 3500 pieces (with nearly
500 blades on a single stage). Service life span of the blades of this component is quite large and
it ranges from 500 hours (for multi-role military aircrafts) up to 20,000 hours (for engines used
in airliners) [6]. life-time of the blades depends on fixed loading (especially transient loading),
which turbine component is subject to.

2.mathematIcal model oF three-dImeNSIoNal blade

the wording of the task of virtual model creation using reverse engineering method is dis-
tinguished by a large number of optimized variables, mostly of a combinatorial 
or combinatorial-cyclic form of imposed constrains, associated with geometric limits. Imposed
restrictions do not allow for a direct solution without division into related set of tasks solving
various stages of modeling. the division of the general task and solving separated subtasks is
based primarily on the specific characteristics of the optimized quality index of reconstructed
object and relationships and present limitations of the initial task (output). an important fac-
tor for effective solution of this problem is the possibility of separating the stages of the virtual
object creation, belonging to the most important class of mathematical tasks. 

the mathematical equivalent of the variant selection in the process of virtual object mode-
ling (cmm) is an optimization of quality index, which is based on the process of coordinate
measuring. the task of the measurement optimization is to determine the characteristics,

which would provide an adequate distribution of the distribution function of the assu-
med process (a) of modeling, leading to a solution on the basis of measurements

, optimal from the viewpoint of minimizing the quality index F.

(2)

where the minimalization of the functional is subject to the following conditions:

(3)

Formulating a strategy that will cover physically realized process that fulfills the execution
of measurement tasks defined in the set X is as follows:

(4)

If one type of mapped object is considered then the process comes down to the task: the de-
scription of the structural design (geometric) and the main characteristics of elements of the
designed or reconstructed object. these assumptions in relation to a jet engine turbine blades 
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can be divided into two stages. modeling of the blade root taking into consideration geo-
metrical strength criteria and modeling of the blade, where aerodynamic criteria should be in-

cluded, which in this case is closely related to the geometric criterion of the type. 

Isolation of a specific task is conditioned by complex structure of the set of acceptable para-

meters as well as significant computational effort of the 
procedure for determining parameters of reconstructed objects that satisfy the condition

. the procedure for implementing particular task is reduced to the solution 

of nonlinear equations representing the quantative properties of the searched object.

where the system of equations (5), (6) provides independent equations and 

inequalities against variables, that describe the basic constructional data and 
the properties of the object. the degree of difficulty and complexity of the task is to build 

a system of equations and its immediate solution by computational methods [2,11]. 

each system of equations (4) describes in k-dimensional space a dimensional sub-

space with l equations of degrees of freedom. In inequality (6) acceptable areas of so-

lutions (5) are separated. For example any vector can be uniquely given by its 

components. other elements are determined for equations (5) and (6). 

the output set of variables is usually divided into 

independent variables and dependent variables

determined from the system (6) according to the given value . 

Independent variables are usually called design parameters. to significantly facilitate the re-

solution of this problem gives the possibility of using the grIP language [7,8] 

for the unigraphics system.
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3. blade ProFIle geometry modelINg uSINg INterPolatIoN SPlINe FuNctIoNS

Interpolation tasks appear frequently in order to approximate solving of approximation tasks
the creation of the curve on the basis of cmm (Fig. 4) and its reflection in numerical repre-
sentation  to approximate the surface stretched on created curves, it is possible to define and
solve the interpolation problem. to solve the task formulated in this manner, coordinates are
recorded for a number of points on the curve or surface, and then based on these measure-
ments an interpolation curve or surface is determined.  If accuracy of the shape reproduced by
found interpolation curve is too low, then it is natural to „thicken” the data, which means to
give extra points, through which the curve is going to pass.

Fig. 4. the points obtained from the database

the shape of the interpolation curve is influenced by the class of the curves in which we are
looking for solution of the problem. If the curve, which we are constructing, is polynomial and
between given points shows waving, adding points (and enabling comparatively higher level)
will result is a curve of much larger waving. therefore, mentioned thickening of the data is per-
mitted only when it is known that it will reduce the error of approximation. Interpolation spline
functions (and curves) are often used, inter alia, because in many cases they provide a good so-
lutions to approximation tasks, thickening of the interpolation nodes allows to reduce the error
of approximation of given function (or curve). Knowing the estimate of second-order derivative
of given function it is possible to calculate the number of nodes, which ensures a sufficiently
small error in the application. based on this assumptions the procedure for reading data files
containing measured points in grIP language was developed.

Second-order derivative of cubic spline function is a continuous function, which in an inter-
val [ui, ui+1] is a polynomial of first degree. denoting xi = s(ui) = f(ui), yi = s’ (ui), zi = s’’(ui), where
polynomials pi-l, pi, describe the function s in the intervals respectively [ui-1, ui], [ ui, ui+1]. 
by introducing a variable v=t–ui, the derivatives of second-order polynomials pi-l and pi are 
solutions of the lagrange interpolation tasks
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,

(7)

double integration of (7) allows to obtain polynomials pi-1 and pi. For this we choose the con-
stants of integration so that  p’i-1(ui) = p’i(ui) = yi i pi-1(ui) = pi(ui) xi. 
as a result of the transformation is obtained:

(8)

(9)

Where value pi-l(ui-1) and pi(ui+1) are obtained by substituting respectively v=-hi-1 i v= hi, and
the result is: 

(10)

(11)

basing on the equations (10) and (11) we can find . both expressions obtained in this way
must be equal to:

(12)

after transformation the equation is obtained

(13)

which must be satisfied for i = 1,..., N - 1

(14)
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the lagrange interpolation task was recorded in the procedures of grIP language developed

for unigraphics. this task has exactly one solution .

(15)

the following is a result (Fig. 5) of usage of this method to determine based on the grIP
language.

Fig. 5. Points received by the selection of the lagrange interpolation coefficients method

the solution of equations (13), supplemented by boundary conditions, for example

, gives an alternative way of constructing an interpolation function or third 

degree spline curve of class.

Fig. 6. algorithm for selecting the point pi from measurement data to create a geometry model
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the construction of a geometric model, which is a base to verify physical objects compared
by measurement method is based on own algorithms [7] for the unigraphics system. Figure 6
summarizes essential parameters used in procedures to automate the process of reconstructing
the jet engine turbine blade.

Fig.7. Virtual model of a jet engine turbine blade root

the final result of the above procedure is shown on the blade element which is a 
multi-trapezoidal root of the blade (Fig. 7).

4. the deSIgNINg oF curVeS deScrIbINg the aerodyNamIc ProFIle

Theoretical considerations

theoretical considerations should being with the question what is the minimum degree of the
curve to ensure proper distribution of the pressure on the profile (Fig. 8) described by assumed
function, which equation can be used to reconstruct the profile of the blade.

Fig. 8. Pressure distribution on the profile of a turbine blade at constant angle of the inlet

flow[10],where - pressure coefficient, -relative profile span
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the answer to the question may be formulated by the equations describing the inviscid flow
againts searched curve, considering the flow along the current line, including the conditions of
tangential velocity of the flow in each point of the profile defined by the equation of the curve
and conditions along normal to the profile in the point.

(14)

(15)

by design, the surface of the thin profile is formed along the flow, therefore the equations
(14) and (15) can be used in the vicinity of the considered curve.  It is obvious that the line de-
fining the outline of the profile (Fig. 9), which is a solution to formulated task, 
depends on global parameters such as the undisturbed flow angle and the angle of the stream
departure from given profile.

Fig. 9. construction of the aerodynamic profile including design angle of attack and trailing angle

It should be noted that the turbulence that occurs between the input parameters have only
a local effect on the flow field. the basic assumption is that change in the line of the current cau-
sed by the curvature is of a small value. In other words, the main hypothesis is as follows: the
effect of modifications to the thin profile of the transition region is negligible. 

referring to the aforementioned hypothesis [4] the modification of thin profiles can be ea-
sily done by proper pressure distribution adjustment on the given profile.
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b- spline

application of spline functions in computer-aided systems made it possible to use paramet-
ric approach to the modeling of the virtual objects.

b-spline curve is zero in all subintervals of the parameterization except m+1. Such curves
can be defined recursively as follows:

(16)

b-spline degree m in the intervals is defined as: 

(17)

taking into account equation (16) and (17) an explicit form of the b-spline curve of any 
degree can be found, which is directly used in the algorithms for plotting curves in cad systems.

For b-spline linear value:

(18)

For b-splain quadratic value is:

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

using presented approach the shape of an aerodynamic profile can be easily described 
and it can be used in the construction of aircraft engines turbine blades. 

to carry out the optimization of selection of points for curve that reproduces the aerodyna-
mic profile a program in grIP language was developed for uNIgraPhIcS. 

as a result of the program implementation a set of points that reproduce searched curvature
of the profiles on well-defined heights of the blade is obtained. Which in turn enabled the con-
struction of blade model (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. result of searching for points reproducing the curves of blade profiles

5. Natural FrequeNcy oF blade

calculation of vibration of engine components, including turbine blades, is an essential pro-
cess in the turbine jet engine design  (and already exploited) in order to protect the system aga-
inst the possibility of structural resonance occurrence. there are many reasons of  blade
vibrations. turbine blade is a complex spatial structure, which is loaded with centrifugal force,
pressure of the gas flow and pressure of the cooling stream.

a) b)

c) d)
Fig. 11. the first four characters of turbine blade vibration frequency

a- the first form of vibration,, b-the second form of vibration,
c- the third form of vibration, d- the fourth form of vibration
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FINal remarKS aNd coNcluSIoNS

the operation pf aircraft and its engines, for which there is no tehcnical documentation 
(aircraft purchased from another country), raises many questions and problems among others
related to the engine. It is true that the manufacturer determines the operating conditions but
does not reveal the secrets that can be a source of new technologies or new technologies for the
industry of the buyer country, this truth was confirmed when buying airplane Su-22 and mig-
29 from former Soviet union and most recent purchase of u.S. F-16 aircraft.

there is thus a need to conduct in Poland own engine analysis, which are used in aircrafts
operating in Polish air Force. hence, one of the most important issues is the need, regardless
of manufacturer, for finding characteristics of rotor assemblies of the aircraft engines. this
knowledge is very useful in the process of aircraft ongoing operation and involves the need to
ensure the safety of the flight.

this area of analysis and works contains also design and reconstruction of engine compo-
nents as well as aircrafts in the cad/cam/cae systems. Principal parametric model is created
based on characteristic sizes (points), which are geometric boundary conditions of modeled
elements, which often leads to forced changes in the approach to the design process at the stage
of description of the model in the integrated cad/cam/cae system.

the process of elimination of measurement errors affecting the determination of basic pa-
rameters of the object based on the algorithm of selection of the point [2] optimization causes
the decrease in time of obtaining the virtual model useful to geometry analysis of the object
(smooth surfaces). Key benefits of the proposed algorithm of creating parametric model 
described with procedures of grIP language are:

-elimination of inconvenient geometry corrections that prolong the time to create 
geometric model

-reduction of the number of variables in the process of determining the characteristic values
-possibility to determine the rules of inference to retain the intermediate parameters.
establishing the rules of reconstruction and modification allows to change geometry wit-

hout changing parameters imposed by the constructor.
the components of geometric model form the basis to create elements of the aircraft struc-

ture that are necessary to conduct geometric and mass, strength and technology analysis.
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mETOdykA bUdOwy mOdElU PARAmETRyCzNEgO 
NA POTRzEby ANAlIzy dRgAń włASNyCH

ElEmENTów lOTNICzEgO SIlNIkA TURbINOwEgO

Streszczenie

W artykule zaprezentowano metodykę budowy modelu parametrycznego na potrzeby analizy

drgań własnych elementów lotniczego silnika turbinowego. Omówiono proces modelowania w

ujęciu systemowym w zastosowaniu do procesu optymalizacji łopatki turbiny. 

Przedstawiono osobliwości projektowania lotniczego silnika turbinowego i jego zespołów. 

pracowano algorytmy wyboru punktów z danych pomiarowych do utworzenia wzorca. 

Przeprowadzono dyskusję doboru krzywych do parametrycznego modelowania z uwzględnie-

niem wejść do procesu optymalizacji odwzorowania powierzchni bazując na technice inżynierii

odwrotnej. Przedstawiono proces odwzorowania geometrii od etapu wykonania precyzyjnych po-

miarów, identyfikacji danych, weryfikacji krzywych, aż do utworzenia bryły modelowanego

obiektu. W pracy zawarto założenia opracowanych przez autorów i zastosowanych algorytmów

modelowania elementów struktur lotniczych.
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Abstract
The aim was to design a mini UAV with a flight endurance over 24 hours, payload of 6 kg and

the construction price to 30000$. The take off of UAV is accomplished solely by using a launching
pad, for the landing a parachute is needed. The landing-gear was not taken into account which al-
lowed for minimizing the aerodynamic drag. Special attention was paid to aerodynamics concept
and efficiency of power plant. The reduction of the battery mass was considered by using a gene-
rator motor for in-flight charging and the possibility of supporting the internal engine by the same
generator motor during take-off or in case of emergency. 

INTroDuCTIoN

unmanned aerial vehicle market outlooks are very promising [1]. Some scientists believe
that the current situation is analogous to the demand for aircrafts after the end of the First
World War or helicopters in the 50s. The amount of civil aircrafts and helicopters increased a
few times within a decade. Furthermore that growing trend has been sustained for a long time.
This was possible due to the development of the technologies used in constructing aircrafts
and helicopters such as material technology, metallurgy or new ideas for constructing light but
durable structures and powerful engines that weigh as little as possible. In the case of uaVs the
main obstacles hampering their further development were navigation, image processing and
data transmission systems. The present level of knowledge is high enough to overcome these
problems; however the civil uaV growth is limited now by such factors like high purchasing,
equipment operation and insurance costs, high certification standards imposed by Faa and
legal restrictions concerning the areas which are allowed for uaVs. This situation is believed not
to change before 2020. The development of  indirect observation can be however sped up by
applying image analysis programs that make use of artificial intelligence. These programs are
capable of analysing any number of objects at once, noticing large number of details and indi-
cating recognized well-known objects.  year in, year out the capabilities of these programs are
increasing while their prices are falling down. So in a few years a camera in uaVs could turn out
to be a better and less expensive solution than manned aircraft.



The conducted survey showed that the uaVs available on the market are too expensive. The
majority of the interviewees were also not convinced of the comparable abilities of human eye
and cameras and sensors with the exception of night when the observation is mainly performed
by using Ir cameras.  moreover, a small range influences not only operation costs but also er-
gonomics of work and safety (some maintenance services are difficult to perform at night; the
possibility of detecting failures is lower, the risk of an accident during the operation increases
significantly). The survey also revealed that different uaV speeds are relevant for different pur-
poses, e.g. small speeds for continuous observation of a small area or greater speed for perio-
dic observations. Striking differences were observed in the results of the survey conducted
among policemen. Small uaV speed was stated as favourable for controlling pedestrian and ve-
hicle traffic within the city, monitoring an object and areas of special security, mass and spor-
ting events, demonstrations and riots etc. however, in the case of highway patrols, chasing road
hogs, monitoring convoys and searching broad areas high speed is desirable because it allows
to complete the task in a shorter time. respondents also indicated that they would like to have
uaVs with higher speed to monitor energy transmission lines, railway tractions, pipelines etc.
The same answer holds for patrolling boarders and borderland, supervising energy utilities,
refineries, chemical factories and other possible entities that may pose risk to the environment.
Firefighters and security agencies chose the lowest uaV speed which would enable using 
captive balloons.

Survey conclusions that were the foundation of the preliminary project are the following:
1. purchasing and operation costs comparable to those of a mid-size car 
2. uncomplicated operational procedures concerning take-off and landing, only periodical

overhauls (no need for employing any mechanical engineer)
3. one person  to operate cameras and the aircraft, the second one only if necessary + artifi-

cial intelligence program to support monitoring
4. pC compatible and modifiable software 
5. additional security system – a parachute
6. Flight duration over 24 hours

1. mISSIoN aNalySIS

In order to carry out the tasks we need to equip the uaVs with cameras and sensors suitable
for the mission. here is an example of a mission whose aim is to find people in an inaccessible
area within the distance of  50 km from the launch site. The plane takes off from the launching
pad on the trailer car. Then it flies over the designated area and begins observation. It will be
equipped with an infrared camera and a daytime camera. The information collected will be for-
warded directly to the ground station. assuming the amount of fuel taken on board (9.500 g)
and fuel consumption information provided by the manufacturer of the engine (350 g/1h) and
knowing the approximate economical speed V = 20m/s, we can calculate the distance our plane
will be able to cover during the flight. This will be enough for approximately 25 hours (more
than 1000km) of flight over the search area and a safe return (with the  reserve of 5%). The al-
titude will depend on the terrain and e.g. electric poles and will be 300-500 m which is a com-
promise between the image quality obtained from the cameras and the minimum altitude
required for smooth transfer of data to the ground station. of course, the construction of the
transmitter must consider a potential break in communication, the ability to cache the data
and send it at a later time.

Due to the characteristics of data transmission equipment we decided to focus on 2 basic 
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mission characteristics: search and supervision. Search missions will need equipment with
the range of about 400 km which implies using satellite devices for transmitting the data from
the camera and for steering. In the case of a supervision mission we assume the range of up to
50 km which allows for using radio devices. There are many possible ways for optimizing both
airframe and gearing which makes it possible to construct aircraft with a long flight range.

Figure 1. Short range mission depends on the type of antenna used. authors’ own research

Fig. 2. long range mission with satellite data transmission system. authors’ own research

2. aNalySIS oF poSSIble DeSIgN SoluTIoNS For loNg eNDuraNCe aIrCraFT 

We did not take into account the low-power diesel engines due to lack of information about
them. however we considered the following: 

1. electric propulsion with solar panel battery chargers – a very environmently-friendly so-
lution. 

2. aircraft construction based on hydrogen fuel cells as the most efficient energy source
3. analysis the existing concepts for a classical combustion engine 

among the solar cell aircrafts zephyr 6 seemed to be the most interesting to us because of its
mass of 30 kg that is comparable to the assumed mass of our uaV. Its payload is 2 kg. zephyr 6
has lithium storage batteries that are thinner than a typical piece of paper. They are glued to the
upper wing surface and they can be charged from the solar panel during the day. The aircraft
is composed of carbon composites.  however after thorough investigation our team established
that there is no possibilty of using such aircraft in poland due to high price, weather conditions,
operational difficulties connected with take-off and landing of that 18-meter-wide wingspan
construction. 
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Fig. 3. Solar-powered uaVs. picture on the basis of [8] 

We reached quite a different conclusion after the examination of the liquid hydrogen pro-
pulsion for uaVs of long flight range. hydrogen has huge gravimetric energy density of 120
mJ/Kg which is almost 3 times bigger than petrol (45 mJ/Kg). Considering the improvement 
of storage capacity we can say that this kind of propulsion will be a solution for the future to air-
craft. Currently available fuel cells have the biggest energy density of all storage batteries. 
however, the main deficiencies are high purchase and operation costs. The current models cost
from $2400 for a cell of 300W (weight of about 1.5 Kg), for a pressure vessel of 10 litres one
has to pay about $2000. The operational costs are also significantly higher than in the case of
engines powered by traditional fuel (boeing phantom eye and ray uaVs use liquid hydrogen
propellant) due to applied devices that differ much from those in the current use.

Fig. 4. energy density for different cells. authors’ own research
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The project  NaSa grant No. NNX08ba44a  is a big step ahead towards the implementation
of the hydrogen propulsion in uaVs - ecological and  effective – the future of aviation.

Fig. 5.  project  Dr. helen boussalis, Dr. Chivey Wu, Dr. Charles liu, and Dr. Darrell guillaume,  NaSa
grant No. NNX08ba44a College of engineering , Computer Science, and Technology Department of me-

chanical engineering. picture on the basis of  [2]

The aerodynamic project with the implementation of ordinary petrol engines also gives many
opportunities.  being interested in constructing a conventional long flight range aircraft we
have analysed the already existing constructions, also these with the minimal engine power. In
the case of pilot substitution in the human-powered aircraft (hpa) gossamer albatros (con-
struction weight 32 kg, take-off mass 100kg) by a 0.5 kW engine *( human power ), avionics  and
fuel of 60 kg. under the assumption that the honda engines use 340 g/kWh of fuel, in other
words 170 g/h of flight we would obtain the flight range of 352 hours. This is a purely theore-
tical case for a flight at the altitude of 10 meters and during calm weather which would be of
course rather improbable. however this shows one of the possible solutions to the problem
that deserves further analysis and consideration.  below Sunlight eagle, with the propelling
and steering systems located in the gondola originally designed for the pilot. 
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Fig. 6. gossamer albatros, picture on the basis of  [7]

Table 1: human powered, solar powered and hydrogen powered aircraft,  b. rutan’s record-breaking
planes . Compiled on the basis [1], [7], [8]

The record-breaking planes built by b.rutan and used for the flight around the globe are di-
rectly connected with our project.
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Table 2: Characteristic of uaVs produced. Compiled on the basis[1], [7], [8]

We have done extensive analysis of the statistics, particularly the wingspan-weight ratio, max
power-weight ratio and the power / mToW ratio mToW / Sw. We have concluded from the
analysis that the greatest opportunities to increase flight duration exist in 1-reducing the sur-
face-weight ratio and 2-increasing the lift to drag ratio.

Fig. 7. ( power/mToW) ratio (mToW/Sw). authors’ own research.  Compiled on the basis[1], [7], [8]                   
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3. SeleCTIoN oF a preFerreD DeSIgN

The design process is multidisciplinary. Integration and validation of the entire uaV system
involved analysis of aerodynamics, static stability mechanics, electronics, optical systems and
cost minimization. Due to the expected low surface load we have also taken the possibility of
using a biplane layout into account, but due to the higher drag coefficient, we got more power
in the calculations necessary for the flight. eventually, we decided to use a classic glider system,
not doing the calculations for  the canard layout (although it is interesting for construction rea-
sons  - beneficial deployment of components) also because of its worse aerodynamic perfor-
mance. We have not used a landing gear: 1. in order to reduce the power required for take-off
, 2. to adjust the characteristics of the propeller only to the cruising conditions, 3. to reduce
weight. To minimise the risk of accidental aircraft damage and to decrease the necessary tech-
nical qualifications of the staff a solution that works well for other similar aircrafts was used.
The takeoff of uaV is accomplished solely by using a launching pad, for the landing a parachute
is necessary. The use of a landing parachute requires the use of additional protection for the
equipment and airframe structure. In the first stage of testing we decided to apply absorbing
rods, unfolded simultaneously with the opening of the parachute. If these safeguards are in-
sufficient we will have to consider the  use of the chassis and the classic way of landing. The use
of airbags for such a large airframe seems to be very troublesome. We have considered the re-
duction of the battery mass by using a generator motor for in-flight charging and the possibi-
lity of supporting the internal engine by the same generator motor during take-off or emergency
situations.

Fig. 8. Design layout powered sailplanes the tail T is generated in the program autodesk Inventor and
XFlr5 (Xfoil). authors’ own research

Fig. 9. Design powered sailplanes with a classic Fig. 10. powered sailplanes the most viable
tail generated in autodesk Inventor. project in its construction generated in 

authors' own research autodesk Inventor. authors´ own research
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Fig. 11. Shape of the fuselage depends on the type Fig.12. landing witch a parachute. 
of data transmission system. propeller is put together, dampering 
authors’ own research elements are put forward

authors’ own research

Fig. 13. basic component of uaV. authors’ own research

engine selection. We have decided not to use simple, lightweight modelling engines due to
their short durability and high fuel consumption min. 1000 g / kWh. of the available engines
we only took the engines with  fuel consumption below 500 g / kWh into account. at last, we
have chosen  FuJI, bF-25eI 25 cc due to low weight and the possibilty of  adapting it  to uaVs.
It’s four-stroke engines with electronic ignition system boast these advantages: Incredible fuel
economy-less than half the fuel consumption of a comparable 2-stroke engine, for twice the
flight time per fill at half the cost, amazingly quiet operation-making them 
welcome even at the most noise-sensitive flying fields. power output: 1.6 hp at  7,500 rpm,
weight 1,919 g.
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Fig. 14. engine Fuji bF 25eI. picture on the basis of  [9]

4. The ChoICe oF The obSerVaTIoN aND CommuNICaTIoNS eQuIpmeNT

Currently, there are  many systems available both for daytime and night observation.  ho-
wever, they are available separately. We managed to find only two universal day -night came-
ras weighing less than 3kg. at last we would like to use one of them (but they cost more than
15 000 $)  - in the test period we will use a camera Vh4 manufactured in poland. 

Fig. 15. Small, lightweight gyro-Stabilized Camera Systems for uaV. picture on the basis of  [10]

uaV imaging solution is capable of sending multi-megapixel images over the optional inte-
grated 1 megabit 900 mhz datalink, or over other uhF datalinks such as the microhard
VIp2400/VIp5800 links, and over the globalstar and Iridium satcomm systems. It integrates
well with the Cloud Cap piccolo avionics and/or Cloud Cap TaSe family of gimbals, or can 
function standalone. It can provide rapid compression and transmission of images from high
performance digital cameras optionally mounted in the Cloud Cap TaSe family of gimbals

The minilink ml D900-20 Data link is mostly used to control the pan-Tilt-zoom  camera’s
control function wirelessly. With ml D900-20 Data link at the base station we can set up mul-
tiple zoom camera controls. each data link communicates with each other and each  camera
has its own identity so you can select which zoom you want to move and only that one camera
will respond. The base and remote modems ml D900-20 offer flexibility with respect to fre-
quencies, licenses, output power and regulations. microhard radio modems provide an excel-
lent range (20 km for the non-eu versions) and high data rates. They are licence free in most
areas of the world. the eu versions are power limited to 100 mw to conform to european re-
gulations and as a result, offer shorter range. probably because our team does not have any
connection with the army we could not obtain detailed information on the satellite transmis-
sion systems for uaVs which are manufactured by Intelsat general Corporation and general 

Dynamics. The pictures below show professional communications satellite terminals by ge-
neral Dynamics  of smaller maximum speed of up to 100 km / h, but for us, they are not avai-
lable because of the size and price. general Dynamics’. 
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Satcom-on-the-move™ terminals offer robust voice and data wideband satellite communi-
cations from vehicles in motion. X, Ku and Ka-band modular, interchangeable payloads are avai-
lable in antenna sizes ranging from 17” to 24”. power consumption 280W cont, 800W peak,
maximum Vehicle Speed < 60 mph (100 km/hr) according to us, at the moment Thrane ex-
plorer 300 satellite modem appears to be the only available satellite device, which, like the di-
rectional antenna would have to be retrofitted with an additional control module for setting
the most advantageous direction. It has got enough bandwidth to transfer video recorded by up
to 5 megapixel camera with the refresh rate of up to 4 frames per second, compressed with
mpeg-4. This set is not used for vehicles in motion, so we are not sure of the final result.  
power consumption is 80W cont., 200W peak with an additional control module, price trans-
mit 15 $/ min. Choose among the available autopilots also cheaper product manufactured in po-
land. It costs 1, 5 thousand u.S. dolars, also enables integration with the camera.

Fig. 16. piccolo highly Integrated autopilot. picture on the basis of [11]

Fig. 17. autopilot FCS 2 manufactured in poland.
picture on the basis of  [12]

Tab 5. uaV electrical requirements. authors’ own research



Tab. 6.  mass of the uaV components . authors' own research

The total weight of the uaV  should be 25 kg. of course, the weight of the uaV will depend
on the final design and technology for its implementation, but as shown above it is possible
to ensure the autonomous flight range of at least 400km to carry out tasks such as reconnais-
sance patrol for approximately 23-25 flight hours.
The mobile ground station for  the ground radio data system will include:

- Well-protected and immune to weather conditions laptop computer
-band rC data transmitter and receiver 
-manipulator
-Setantenna
- power battery, an electricity generator.

The weight of the ground station is not as significant as the mass of the flying device. ground
station will be based on a portable laptop to work outdoors, which has been mechanically en-
hanced to eliminate any damage during transport and operation and immune to weather
conditions. analysis estimates indicate that the mass of the  reinforced laptop will be about
5kg.  The mass of the transmitter and receiver is about 5kg. The mass of the remaining com-
ponents: antennas is estimated at 15 kg, batteries weigh approx. 1 kg (total mass of the gro-
und station with transport packaging will be 30 kg.

5.  aIrFoIl SeleCTIoN

The greatest Cl/ CD ratio for cruising speed has been the most essential operational research
criterion  for the choice of the profile. assuming the total weight of 25kg (Q=25kg x 9.81m/s²
= 245.25 kgm/s²), bearing area 1,8 m1,8 m² and economical speed 20m/s the approximate  Cl
for economical speed is Cl =2Q / (ρ v² S) = 0.54, and for the return from the mission 
(10 kg of fuel less) Cl = 0.32. hence, we have searched for the profiles which have the lowest
resistance for Cl= 0.3-0.6.   re=400 000 has been assumed (average aerodynamical chord 0.3m,
altitude 300m, speed 20m/s). From the available profile databases the following glider airfoi-
les and professional modelling airfoiles have been chosen for more detailed analysis: S7012 
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(manta glider model), mh32 (elixir glider), Nh1036 (linea glider), hQ 3.0-12 (Ventus and
Discus glider models), rg15 (most F3J class models, currently being supplanted by SD7037,
better for thermal flights, S3021. The profiles whose performance is more adequate for mo-
torgliders rg 15 and hQ 2.0 have been analysed carefully. The rest of the profiles were typical
gliding profiles – high Cl necessary for circulation and low CD alongside low Cl–necessary for
changing thermal columns. having compared  the influence of the thickness (which for con-
struction reasons ought to be as high as possible) on the performance of the profiles, a little risk
has been taken and the thickness has been limited to 12%. 16% profiles, at Cl<0.6, have total
resistance higher by 15 %, compared to 12% profiles. assuming that wing resistance repre-
sents 70% of the total resistance the increase of  the thickness of the profile leads to the  in-
crease in the total resistance by approximately 10 % which influences the thrust, engine power
and fuel consumption.

Fig. 18. Comparison of the characteristics Cl/ CD
for airfoils of different thickness. authors’ own research
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Fig. 19. Comparison of the characteristics of  airfoils rg 15 and hQ 2.0 for 
thickness of 12%.  authors’ own research

rg15 compared with hQ2.0-12 has better Cl/ CD ratio at lower Cl =0.1-0.4,  the hQ is better
for Cl= 0.4-0.7. The situation is the same for  10 and 8%  airfoils. attempts have been made to
modify the rg 15 airfoil aimed at  increasing the excellence of the airfoil for Cl>0.3. 
We could not get the intended result, any change in geometry led to a significant increase in CD
beyond  the range that interests us. however, we managed to modify the  2.0-12 hQ profile. 
The changes included  the shift of the maximum deflection of the front frame by 7% and shif-
ting the maximum thickness by 2.8% to the front which reduced the minimum resistance 
to approximate Cl =0.45 - the volume we are interested in (0,3-0.6). 
The modification was carried out by using the program profili 2 based on Xfoil calculation met-
hod.
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the characteristics of hQ 2.0 airfoils before modification and after modification
to the thickness of 12%. authors’ own research

For construction reasons it was decided to design a variable thickness profile, from 8% on
the tip to 12% near the fuselage. The hQ 2.0 8-12 profiles were selected as offering better ex-
cellence for a wider and more useful range of CD. With the noticeable changes of the uaV’s
weight it is of great importance and is the best choice as far as the duration of the flight 
is concerned.

6. CalCulaTIoNS

Calculation was executed in programme excel in the  formulae from textbook the [3,4,5,6} as
well as simultaneously in programme XFlr5 the basing on process computational XFoil. Diffe-
rences did not cross 7%, 
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Fig. 21. Cl/CD ratio. authors’ own research

Fig. 22. power /Speer ratio. authors’ own research

propeller selection. The propeller selection method used is outlined in raymer [5][4]. We
have selected a two-bladed propeller profile raF 6 from  the available characteristics of the
propeller blades.  assumed flight speed is 20m / s, altitude 500m, continuous power 1000 W
at 5000 rpm (reduced to 2500/min = 41.6 / s). For these values CD has been calculated,  the
angle β = 22 deg has been chosen[6], CN and J = 0.7 have been calculated for which the perfor-
mance efficiency ή = 0.77 has been obtained.

7. CoNCluSIoNS

because of the design features that allow the use of any propeller, an optimal propeller for this
particular uaV should be selected. We want to calculate new propeller characteristic for higher
efficiency. In case of that we could reduce the fuel consumption by  reducing the engine power
for the flight. The assumption of a single airframe for  two types of mission seems to be uneco-
nomical – a plane for the mass output of 3 kg could be significantly smaller. We should opti-
mize the dimensions and geometry for lower fuel consumption. We would have to test the
propeller-engine unit  in the wind tunnel first. Construction complete system uav, with endu-
rance 24 hours in price to 30 000 $ is possible but indispensable compromise will be - 
or stabilise gyroscope camera and range 10 km, or weaker camera and larger range.
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ProjekT koncePcyjny BsL o Dużej DłuGoTrWałości
LoTu

Streszczenie
Artykuł zawiera analizę ankiety przeprowadzonej wśród potencjalnych polskich odbiorców BSL

oraz projekt koncepcyjny BSL spełniający wymagania wynikające z ankiety. Podstawowym  kry-
terium dla zastosowań  nie militarnych została ekonomia dlatego też postawiono sobie za cel za-
projektowanie systemu  bardziej wydajnego i tańszego niż dotychczas stosowane rozwiązania, z
uwzględnieniem eksploatacji i amortyzacji. W artykule przeanalizowano kilka zaawansowanych
technologicznie koncepcji BSL o dużej długotrwałości lotu, możliwości techniczne wykorzystania
ich w Polsce, w odniesieniu do warunków pogodowych, ceny wyprodukowania oraz kosztów póź-
niejszej eksploatacji.  Po  wstępnej analizie podjęto próbę optymalizacji klasycznych koncepcji już
istniejących i projektowanych UAV wyposażonych w  konwencjonalny napęd śmigłowy z użyciem
silnika tłokowego. Szczególną uwagę poświęcono aerodynamice oraz systemowi transmisji da-
nych, zastosowano nowatorską koncepcję dwóch anten radiowych -dookólnej do transmisji przy
bliskich odległościach oraz sterowanej tylko w  płaszczyźnie poziomej anteny kierunkowej dla
przesyłu danych przy większych odległościach od odbiorników.
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Abstract

The discussion presented in the paper is focused on selected problems of synthesis of automa-

tic flight control law, designed especially for longitudinal motion control of a landing aircraft,

when pursuing a flare manoeuvre, just before a touch-down. Some general aspects of control pro-

cess, that is executed in such a case, are considered in order to disclose its predictive character.

Novel solutions, developed in the Instytut Lotnictwa for on-board sub-systems, designed to mea-

sure/estimate a rate-of-climb/descent flight parameter in such a manoeuvre, are also described

in order to present their effectiveness and ‘new quality’ entered in control process. The discussion

is illustrated by some results obtained by simulation with the mathematical model of Cessna 402C

aircraft used as an example These results are proving the efficiency of proposed solutions 

and their potential for future research. 

INtroDUCtIoN

Let us consider the classical automatic feedback control system (Fig.1), where the reference

signal (C - „commanded”) represents a desired output of controlled object [10], [19],[20].

one of the most specific features of such systems is that at every current moment of time

only the history of signal (past + current moments) is known, while the behaviour of 

in future is not. there are however a class of important control tasks of a different nature -

in these tasks the knowledge of future values and behaviour of the reference signal is available

at every current moment of time. thus, the problem appears: how to take advantage of this 

information in control system to improve the quality of control. this task is widely addressed

in literature as moving time - horizon control and/or predictive control especially for flight

control tasks [1], [6], [9], [11], [12].
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For some important control tasks, the accessibility of the knowledge of future values 

and behaviour of the reference/command signals is a sine qua non condition for the realisa-

tion of the task. the automatically controlled terrain - following flight at low altitudes (NoE –

Nap of the Earth) is a good example. Such missions are usually associated with military avia-

tion, because of the essential sense of such flights for some kinds of tasks realised by air for-

ces [1], [4], [6], [9], [11], [12], [21]. 

Fig.1  Feedback control – classical structure: S – controlled system (object), C – controller

the most widely known technical solutions have also military character, like LaNtIrN 

system (Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night originated in 1986 [20]) 

or motion control systems developed for manoeuvring missiles (e.g. Cruise, Tomahawk etc.). 

Principle of operation of such systems consists in forming the set of control signals for the air-

plane’s motion on the basis of the results of on-line scanning of the terrain profile before the air-

craft. the process of scanning is realised with the appropriate device being capable

to ‘see’ the terrain before the aircraft on some distance . It is important to notice that the re-

sult of scanning is limited due to the possibly existing ‘shadowed areas’ (Fig.2). 

For instance, the LaNtIrN system is equipped with the Terrain Following Radar (TFR) to com-

plete this task [21]. then, the more or less complex control law is executed to assure the safe

motion of the aircraft [1], [6], [9], [11]. 

Fig. 2. terrain-following flight at low altitude [12]
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It is worth to notice that Noe flights differs from this illustrated in Fig.1, because 

of prediction horizon is defined in spatial domain (Fig.1). It is a distance ahead of the aircraft

that is scanned by the equipment capable to ‘see’ a terrain to be covered by future motion 

of the aircraft. In case from (Fig.1) the prediction horizon is defined in time domain 

(see appendix a for more details). 

approach & landing manoeuvre is one of the most obvious case with the desired trajectory

of flight known in advance. to get a deeper insight into predictive nature of motion control pro-

cess during this manoeuvre came the interesting episode that happened in air Force officers

training Centre in Dęblin (Poland) at late twenties of 20th century is worth discussing. 

the case was not popular in technical literature, because it was described in a novel belonging

to belles lettres kind of literature [15]. the author, Janusz Meissner, those times the Chief In-

structor for pilot’s training in the Centre, years later described it precisely. 

It was the case of young air force pilot, Stanisław Latwis learning the art of pilotage (see [11]

for details) and met strong difficulties in approach and landing manoeuvre. Meissner guessed

the reason at once - the problem was in the way Latwis was looking at the runway during 

approach and flare phases of landing. he was fixing the line of sight at fixed point on the airfield,

so, when the aircraft flew over this point, he always found himself confused and bewildered -

too high above the ground with the speed too low, thus, obvious result happened. 

however Meissner tried to explain that he had to move the line of sight forward, to keep it ahead

of the airplane and look at ‘the whole airfield’ the case seemed hopeless. Latwis was unable

to stop fixing his line of sight at fixed point on the ground when the airplane was approaching

the airfield. 

Fortunately, Latwis invented a simple exercise that helped him in overcoming his 

disability. he placed more than a hundred of stones along a straight line, post - spaced one about

three steps after another. then he started walking along this line, trying to ‘move his eyes’ from

one stone to the next one, to keep the line of sight about ‘twenty stones before him’. 

When succeeded, he did the same running, then riding a bicycle (Fig.3) [12] and finally, dri-

ving a motorcycle. after a few days of such training he was able to complete correctly an ap-

proach and landing manoeuvre and shortly after that, he passed practical exams and became

his career as an air force pilot. 

Fig. 3. Latwis´s exercise-’bicycle’ phase [12]

It is not easy to explain all aspects of this „experiment” and obtained results with clear 

interpretation. Some of crucial questions belong rather to psychology, e.g. what was the nature 

of Latwis’s disability and what about possibilities to overcome it by training. 

obviously, the way that pilot is looking at the runway in landing manoeuvre is crucial 
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and doing it properly allows him/her to assess precisely the current state of the aircraft - 

height above the ground, velocity, pitch angle, angle of attack, rate of descent, etc. 

on the other hand, when the airfield is visible, the pilot controlling the aircraft to complete

the approach & flare manoeuvre knows „something” in advance about a desired motion 

of the airplane in the immediate future. thus, an interesting question appear: is there a possi-

bility to make use of this idea in automatic control system? 

however the result of the „experiment” described above is not easy to be applied directly in

order to improve known technical solutions, it is interesting as the inspiration for enginee-

ring tasks and is treated this way in following paragraphs. 

1. FLare: - aUtoMatIC CoNtroL oF aIrCraFt MotIoN

typical scenario of flight phase ending the approach & landing manoeuvre is pictured in

Fig.4. During the approach phase the aircraft is moving along the glide path with typical glide

slope (flight trajectory angle) ( 0.5236 rd) with the end located about 15  20 m above 

the runway’s threshold. then flare manoeuvre becomes to reduce the vertical speed of the

aircraft , to fulfil the final requirement: m/s at the moment of touch-down ( deno-

tes here the altitude and - vertical speed of the aircraft). according to flight procedures the

distance in horizontal direction, covered by the aircraft accomplishing flare manoeuvre is ty-

pically about 600 m. 

Fig. 4. Flare-out manoeuvre

In [8] the control algorithm is discussed that is capable to guide the aircraft accomplishing

this manoeuvre. this algorithm is presented in form of the block diagram in Fig.5, where: PI, PID

are typical controllers, , –constant gains, -forward velocity of the aircraft, – 

desired forward velocity, – current altitude, – desired altitude corresponding 

with nominal flare trajectory in Fig.5, - pitch angle, -pitch rate, –deflection of the ele-

vator, –throttle position. 
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especially interesting is the additional signal . In the approach phase of flight it is

equal to zero, but when flare phase starts it is switched to constant value (4˚ the aircraft con-

sidered by the authors of [8]). It is important to notice that the signal representing the

shape of flare nominal trajectory (complex exponential curve) is

computed at very beginning of flare manoeuvre (when the aircraft is passing over the thres-

hold of the runway), thus is known a priori, before flare manoeuvre. Despite of this, it is used

in control algorithm classically- to compute the control error: at every current mo-

ment of time. 

the controller (Fig.5) does not make use of the access to future values of signal,  al-

though computation of this signal is the most complicated step of control

process. 

Fig. 5. Control algorithm for approach and flare manoeuvre- classical case

the simple solution is proposed instead of this presented in Fig.5. We use the algorithm 

proposed in [13], [17], [18] which is capable to estimate precisely the vertical speed 

of the aircraft (the rate of climb/descent). authors of these works proved (theoretically, 

by simulations and experiments), that using filtering algorithms (kalman, complementary, etc.)

for data fusion, it is possible to obtain precise estimates of rate of descent , 

enough for control system requirements (see appendix B for more details).  

the control algorithm with used as feedback signal is presented in Fig.6 in the form 

of block diagram. the loop for horizontal speed stabilisation is not presented for simplicity– 

it is assumed to be the same as in Fig.5. Moreover, after numerical experiments variations 

of horizontal speed, even without stabilisation, turned out to be small (see the next para-

graph). the loop with feedback signals is the classical Stability augmentation System

(SaS) for short period motion. 

In fact the system stabilizes the required, constant value of rate of descent . 

h

h

q,

h
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this value corresponds to the line ‘B’ in Fig.4–the straight line tangential to the flare trajec-

tory in touch down point. this line is also treated as required trajectory , so computation

of  and  is extremely simplified. there is also the loop for control-

ling the altitude error , but if this error is small the loop opens due to dead 

zone and the control process focuses on rate of descent stabilisation. Parameters (gains) of

the controller were computed by classical rules of control theory [10], [19], [20]. 

Fig.6. Control algorithm for flare manoeuvre – the estimate of vertical speed (rate of descent) 

is used as feedback signal

and what about predictive character of the control process? It is important to notice 

that from the beginning of the control process, the controller, uses parameter, 

characterising the final part of flare trajectory, trying, to reduce as

quickly as possible the rate of descent to reach the value which is desired for touch down and

known a priori. the signal is also computed „in advance” for final part of manoeuvre. 

Moreover, this treatment is more flexible than presented before, because of possibility 

of shifting trajectory along the runway (axis in Fig.4). 

2.  reSULtS oF SIMULatIoNS

to illustrate the discussion presented in previous paragraphs, some numerical experiments

(simulations) were completed. the mathematical model describing a longitudinal 

motion of Cessna 402C aircraft [14] (see appendix C for details) was used as an example. 

this model is the linear one - its’ structure and parameters were obtained by linearisation pro-

cedure applied to the full set of nonlinear equations of motion in the neighbourhood of a tra-

jectory of typical approach and landing manoeuvre, accomplished by such an aircraft. 

the scenario of each simulation was typical for flare manoeuvre: the aircraft started to flare 

from the position 15 m above the runway threshold, being in trimmed flight, with the rest 

of flight parameters trimmed for the approach phase of flight.

Flight trajectory is the most representative result of such simulation is the trajectory 

of landing aircraft that is shown in Fig. 7. this trajectory shows the correct shape and expected 

h
ref

x

h h
ref

−
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behaviour, with touch-down point located about 530 meters behind the runway threshold. 

at the altitude of 6 m above the ground the slope of the trajectory reached the value closed

to the desired one (reached the desired value of the descent speed) and this slope remind close

to constant till touch - down point.

Fig. 7. Flare manoeuvre- aircraft trajectory 

Fig.8  Flare manoeuvre - „angular” parameters of longitudinal motion versus altitude

Next, two diagrams present the behaviour of the most important variables: angle of attack,

pitch angle, pitch angular rate and trajectory angle (increments of these variables related to

the values for which the set of motion equations was linearised). to give a good insight into the

process these results are presented in two different domains: in spatial domain (Fig. 8) - 

as the function of altitude, and in time domain (Fig. 9). these results prove again the correctness

of transient of the manoeuvre, following preliminary expectations. 
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Fig. 9. Flare manoeuvre- angular parameters of longitudinal motion versus the time 

Fourth diagram (Fig.10) presents one of the most important relationship: vertical speed of

the aircraft (rate of descent) versus altitude. this diagram proves that  the value of vertical

speed in touch - down point (about -0.8 m/s) got into the range of allowable and desirable va-

lues [-1.0, -0.5] m/s. this means that during the flare phase of landing manoeuvre, the propo-

sed automatic control system managed to reduce the value of this parameter more than three

times when compared with its’ „trimmed” value for the approach phase (-2.5 m/s).

F

ig.10. Flare manoeuvre – rate of descent motion versus the altitude

Last two diagrams complete the picture of simulation results. one (Fig. 11) shows the time-

story of control signal - the deflection of elevator, as well as the time lag imposed 

by inertial dynamics of the actuator (the difference between commanded and actual values 

of deflection of the elevator). 
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Fig. 11. Flare manoeuvre- motion of the elevator

the last diagram (Fig.12) proves that the incremental variation of linear velocity in flare 

manoeuvre (about 1 m/s) compared with the absolute value of this speed in approach phase

(48 m/s) is so small, that for presented simulations the control loop for linear speed stabilisa-

tion can be neglected. this does not mean of course that this loop can be rejected from

the design of real control system !

Fig. 12. Flare manoeuvre- fluctuation of the horizontal speed

3. CoNCLUSIoNS

Presented solution for longitudinal motion control in flare manoeuvre is the simple 

algorithm based on the advanced measuring/estimating system for rate of descent in approach

& olanding manoeuvre. this system is designed in the Institute of aviation and is expected 

to have good perspectives in the future. Proposed longitudinal motion control system for

flare manoeuvre was verified by simulation with the mathematical model of Cessna 402C air-

craft, used as an example. results of simulations are close to expectations, despite of simplicity

of control law. the main advantage of proposed solution is its high potential for further delop-

ment. 
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APPENDIx A rate-oF-CLIMB/DeSCeNt MeaSUreMeNt/eStIMatIoN [5],[17],[18]

the avionic equipment installed on-board in the aircraft for measurement / estimation

of altitude and rate of climb / descent flight parameter affects significantly on flight safety, 

particularly when flight control in approach & landing manoeuvre is considered. 

one of relevant results, achieved in the Institute of aviation (ILot) during last years within this

area, is a development of innovative algorithms and appropriate electronic hardware designed

to carry on this measurement/estimation operations with improved accuracy. 

actually, two such systems are designed, especially in order to be used as the on-board aid 

for the approach & landing phase of flight. 

the first system is based on the idea of accuracy improvement of estimates achieved 

by the fusion of measuring signals received from several types of sources (e.g. pressure, iner-

tial and other sensors [17], [18]). 

the other solution is the electronic miniaturised, microwave sensor [5], operating 

on the principle based on radio – altimeter concept, thus, processing the information from one

source. 

In [17] the synthesis of data fusion (integrated) system is presented. the design is based 

on the set of not expensive MEMS sensors (Micro Electro - Mechanical Systems) supported 

by GPS. all of these elements are integrated by the effective fusion of different methods for 

altitude measurement and vertical speed estimation in one measuring / estimating system, 

to achieve required accuracy and reliability. the idea of proposed solution is focused on 

„… improvement of relatively weak time - stability of MEMS sensors’ scaling factors by sufficiently

frequent correction based on GPS measurement, known for good stability in long time intervals”

[17]. the system delivers estimates of: 

the altitude, absolute and true (this last determined relatively to the height of terrain data

stored in memory) within the range: -300 ÷ 6000 m above sea level, with 5 m accuracy up to

3000 m and 10 m accuracy within the rest of operating range

the vertical speed, computed repetitively within the operating range of 20 m/s, with ±0.1

m/s accuracy and 50 hz repetition frequency. 

the schematic diagram presented in Fig.a1 [12] illustrates the idea of complementary filte-

ring – the effective method used for data fusion. transfer functions enclosed by broken line

create the complementary filter (see [17], [18] for details of design). 
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Basic version of the system makes use of three measuring signals:

static pressure (MEMS sensor)

vertical acceleration (MEMS sensor)- the component of acceleration along the axis of local

vertical with rejected influence of gravitation and curvilinear motion

altitude estimate delivered by GPS receiver

Fig. a1. Complementary filtering: ‹x›i=1,...n,-signal from sensors , di-disturbance signals, Gi- transfer 

functions of filter components, ‹x›- final estimate [13]

For altitude measurement/estimation three signals are used as the input of data fusion 

algorithm:

barometric altitude - obtained by the appropriate processing of static pressure

„inertial altitude” estimate - obtained by double integration of vertical acceleration

gPS altitude estimate

For the rate of climb/descent estimation algorithm also makes use of three sources:

barometric rate of climb/descent estimate - obtained by differentiation of barometric 

altitude

„inertial” estimate of rate of descent/climb – obtained by vertical acceleration integration; 

the altitude estimate delivered by GPS receiver to augment the process of current 

corrections of scale factors for accelerometer and pressure sensor.

the structure of the measuring/estimating system is open-it is ready to be extended with

other sources of measuring signals (sensors)–e.g. the radio–altimeter, also developed in the In-

stitute of aviation (aforementioned in the initial part of the paragraph). 

Presented idea was verified in series of in-flight tests completed on An-28 „Bryza” aircraft. 

experiments are focused especially on approach & landing manoeuvre to get the assessment 

of the possibility to use this system as a source of feedback signals in automatic control 

system guiding the aircraft during this manoeuvre. the An-28 „Bryza” aircraft was equipped

with the radio - altimeter to for verification of measurement results (the accuracy of measu-

rements delivered by this instrument was not worse than 0.9 m within the range of low alti-

tudes). Vertical speed estimates, obtained by data fusion are compared with the result 

of off – line differentiation of radio – altitude. Maximum value of discrepancy between these

two signals was less than 0.1 m/s, thus, taking into account the declared accuracy of radio -

altimeter, the accuracy of vertical speed estimate obtained by data fusion was assessed 

to be not worse than 0.05 m/s. this result proves that the system works correctly. 

results of in-flight tests proved that it is possible to fulfil aforementioned requirements. Mea-

suring system, based on fusion of measuring signals obtained from gPS system, vertical acce-

lerometers and static pressure sensor, turned out to be capable to compute precise estimate of

vertical speed (with estimated accuracy about 0.05 m/s) as well as the estimate of altitude 
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(with accuracy better than 1 m in discussed case,). additionally it is worth a notice that: 

in case of gPS signal fade the system continues to work and both vertical speed and alti-

tude estimates are computed continuously, however measuring accuracy decreases

satisfying accuracy and reliability of MeMS sensors and gPS receivers makes this system

applicable also for small and low cost aircraft of general aviation category

it is possible to extend the proposed structure by including other measuring sub-systems

(e.g. Doppler radio – altimeter or ultrasonic altimeter) in the process of data fusion, to increase

the accuracy and reliability of the whole system

overall dimensions are small enough for UaV applications.

APPENDIx B: PreDICtIVe CoNtroL – the CLaSSICaL aPProaCh

It is convenient to consider a discrete time domain for discussing the idea of automatic 

control with anticipated behaviour of controlled object. So, we assume that time instants 

(samples) are denoted by natural numbers: 0, 1, …, k, k+1, and all increments of time from one

sample to the next one are equal i.e.: for every k. 

the most typical idea of predictive control algorithm is then based on two general 

assumptions:

assumption 1: Mathematical model (B1) of a controlled system is known, with y, u denoting

respectively output and control signals (in general, vectors of appropriate dimensions) 

and G-a causal operator. this model is capable can be used for predicting by computation 

future behaviour of controlled object when the future sequence of control signal samples 

is known.

(B1)

assumption 2: at every current moment of time a reference trajectory y(ref), representing 

a desired value of output signal, is known over a finite set of future time instants, called 

the prediction horizon. this means that at the moment k values:

are known and L is the prediction horizon.

then, control signal applied to the controlled object is computed by optimisation 

of quadratic quality index:

(B2)

where Q, R are symmetric, positive - definite weighting matrices of appropriate dimensions,

is a series of control signal candidate future samples, while 

is a series of predicted output signal samples. 

Functional (B1) can be treated as a function of , because, 
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according to assumption 1, samples appearing in this relationship are known and ap-

propriate samples of can be computed using the

model (B1). Indeed: 

(B3)

where i = 1, 2, … , k+L-1. thus the control algorithm can be presented as follows [6]:

Step 1: Measure the yk; sample of output signal

Step 2: obtain the control sequence: by optimising

the quality index (2)

Step 3: apply as uk

Step 4: time update: k := k + 1

Step 5: GOTO Step 1 

APPENDIx C: CeSSNa 402C–the MatheMatICaL MoDeL 

to illustrate the discussion some numerical experiments have been completed, on the basis

of mathematical model of longitudinal motion in approach & flare manoeuvre. 

the state space model of Cessna 402C aircraft [14] has been chosen as an example with the

state vector ,where: u- longitudinal velocity in body axes, α- angle of attack, 

q-pitch angular rate, θ-pitch angle, and control vector

, where , -positions of the elevator and throttle respectively. 

the model is a linear one, being a result linearisation in the neighbourhood close to the re-

ference trajectory representing the approach flight along a glide path before flare and touch

down. It is assumed that such reference (nominal) motion takes place at sea level and is defi-

ned by the following nominal values of state variables: 

and trajectory angle (3˚-the typical slope of glide

path). 

the general form of the model is of the following: , with constant matrices

, of appropriate dimensions and both, state:

and control: vectors, representing 

increments (denoted by ) differing true values of variables and their nominal values, corres-

ponding to reference trajectory. the structure of and matrices is presented below:

X = [ ]u q
T

, , , 

EW = [ ] E TH

T
, TH

u u q q= = = =
0 0
48 0m/s rd/s,

A

x Ax Bw= +
B

w = [ ]∆ ∆ E TH

T
,x = [ ]∆ ∆ ∆ ∆u q

T
, , , 

BA
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where numerical values of matrices’ components are the following:

A: Xα = 21.01 Xu = -0.053 Xq = 0 Xθ= -9.806 

Zα = -1.05 Zu = -0.002 Zq = -0.024 Zθ =  0

Mα = -12.3 Mu = 0.016 Mq = -6.22 Mθ = 0

B: XδE = -0.046 XδTH = 0.0005

ZδE = -0.96

MδE = -13.55 

this original model is extended with two additional variables: S-representing horizontal po-

sition of the aircraft along the runway, and H-representing height above the ground. thus:

and the linear matrix   vector equation added to the original model takes the following form:

Finally, the extended model with new, extended, state vector

and control vector not changed, 

is built on the following matrices: 

assuming that during the approach & flare manoeuvre the aircraft’s velocity is approxima-

tely constant (Δu≈0) this model can be reduced to obtain the simplified one of SISO structure

(Single Input – Single Output), convenient for control law synthesis: 
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where the output signal ΔvY represents the linear increment of vertical velocity, referenced

to the nominal vertical velocity . 

this is the estimate of time – derivative of height increment Δh. the spectral form of this

model based on transfer function, defined in frequency domain, is the following: 

where: k=46.0168, T1=-1.0528, T2=-6.5122, 1=0.4898, 2=-5.1468. 

It is easy to notice that both poles of this function are placed within the left half of the plane of

complex variable, proving the stability of short–period motion, however one of zeros is placed

within the right half, proving the nonminimal–phase feature of this dynamical system, when

treated as an object of automatic control. 

PIotr MaSłoWSkI

STEROWANIE RUCHEM PODŁUŻNYM W FAZIE WYRÓWNANIA
PODCZAS LĄDOWANIA

Streszczenie

Dyskusja przedstawiona w artykule koncentruje się wokół wybranych zagadnień syntezy

praw sterowania automatycznego ruchem podłużnym lądującego samolotu, podczas manewru

wyrównania poprzedzającego moment przyziemienia. omówiono niektóre ogólne aspekty pro-

cesu sterowania w takim przypadku, aby ujawnić jego predykcyjny charakter. Dyskusja nowych

rozwiązań, rozwijanych w Instytucie Lotnictwa dla urządzeń pokładowych przeznaczonych 

do pomiaru/estymacji prędkości opadania/wznoszenia podczas wykonywania takiego ma-

newru, podkreśla ich efektywność i „nową jakość’ wprowadzaną przez nie do procesu stero-

wania. rozważania ilustruje kilka wyników obliczeń symulacyjnych, wykonanych dla modelu

matematycznego samolotu Cessna 402C, który został wykorzystany jako przykład. 

Wyniki te potwierdzają poprawne działanie proponowanych rozwiązań i ich duży potencjał dla

przeszłych badań. 
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Abstract

Problems discussed in this article are focused on automatic, predictive flight control laws for low

- altitude, terrain – following flights. The solution proposed below is based on simple idea of sli-

ding horizon algorithm used for the reference signal anticipation. Longitudinal motion of the air-

craft is considered to study the automatically controlled ‘Nap of the Earth’ (NoE) flight, which is

performed by the UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) or by the manned aircraft operating in ‘UAV

mode’ (e.g. for some emergency reasons). Control law is synthesised by extending typical altitude

controller algorithm with the additional control loop, designed to follow after predicted flight tra-

jectory angle. This angle is computed by on-line analysis of terrain profile ahead of the aircraft.

The necessary data describing this profile is assumed to be obtained by an appropriate opto –

electronic or radar – type device, the aircraft is equipped with, or by estimation techniques based

on satellite navigation integrated with digitised map of terrain stored in autopilot’s memory. 

The final solution is tested by computer simulations, where the model of small UAV (the mass about

20 - 30 kg) is used as an example. Obtained results prove the efficiency of proposed solution 

and its potential to be used in terrain awareness and obstacle avoidance systems. 

INtroDUCtIoN

Problems discussed here are focused on automatic flight control, especially for flight mis-
sions accomplished at low altitude, when the flight trajectory is required to follow a profile of
terrain (‘Nap of the Earth’- NoE flight). Such missions are usually treated as military ones, ma-
inly because of the essential importance of this kind of operations for some important types of
air force tasks [2], [3], [6], [8], [13]. Indeed, most of known avionic solutions developed within
this area of avionics are of military character, e.g. LaNtIrN system (Low altitude Navigation and
targeting Infra-red for Night, combat - ready in 1986 [13]) and/or other flight control systems,
designed for manoeuvring missiles (e.g.: Cruise, tomahawk and others). In general, principles
of operation developed for such systems are based on two main elements: 
on-board avionic, measuring equipment, being capable to detect in advance terrain 

obstacles and to synthesise on-line, repetitively, some representative characteristics of terrain
profile ahead of the aircraft



predictive algorithms designed for synthesising motion control signals, used as the autopi-
lot’s control laws, capable to assure safe motion of the aircraft in the nearest future.
the term ‘prediction’ is used here to point out that synthesis of control signals at the current

moment of time is accomplished on the basis of data characterising the shape of terrain pro-

file ahead of the aircraft at the moment . Such data has to be persistently refreshed 
and available at every current moment of time. this makes the control system capable to exe-
cute on-line repetitive planning aircraft’s desired motion for the nearest future and, finally, 
to avoid terrain obstacles appearing ahead, even if the flight altitude is low and the terrain –
rough.

the important question appears: how to get in advance the data of terrain profile, which is
necessary to execute the effective prediction. one possible solution is real - time scanning of
terrain profile, when the scanned area (called the ‘horizon of prediction’) covers a certain dis-

tance ahead of the aircraft (Fig.1). this distance has to be long enough for reliable terrain
obstacle avoidance. When the data of terrain profile within the horizon of prediction
is known, the more or less complex control laws can be used to assure safe aircraft motion. 

this solution is typical for military tasks – it does not depend on external sources of measu-
ring signals, thus the aircraft and its’ avionic equipment is fully autonomous. the process 
of scanning is realised by an appropriate measuring sub-system capable to „see’the terrain
ahead of the aircraft. It is important to notice that results of such scanning are limited due 
to ‘shadowed areas’, which may occur (Fig.1) for obvious geometry. 
For example: one of the main sub-systems of aforementioned LaNtIrN system is terrain Fol-
lowing radar (tFr) especially designed for such tasks. 

Dimensions and sizes of units like this make them impossible to be installed in small airpla-
nes: the mass of the aN/aaQ-13 pod containing tFr radar and other necessary sub-systems
(standard equipment of F-16C/D Block 50/52 fighter) exceeds 200 kg [13]. 

Fig. 1. terrain-following flight at low altitude (with „shadowed area”)

When civil applications are considered, requirements and tasks are not so extreme. 
In particular the requirement to maintain autonomous character of the system can be mitiga-
ted and terrain scanning process can be replaced by the terrain profile estimation techniques
based on satellite navigation and digitised map stored in autopilot’s memory. the final result
has to be the same: at every current moment of time the control system has to know’ the shape 
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of terrain and terrain obstacles ahead of the aircraft to assure safe control of flight trajectory. 
Discussion presented further is focused mainly on searching for an automatic, predictive con-

trol law for longitudinal motion of the aircraft, to make it capable to accomplish the following
task:

the aircraft has to keep the safe clearence altitude, greater and close as possible, 

to the desired clearance altitude above the surface of terrain (Fig.1)

a cost, weight and dimensions of the measuring and control systems have to be low 

and small enough to make resulting units capable to be used as the on-board equipment 

for small unmanned aircraft (e.g. with the mass under 100 kg), designed for performing

civil/commercial tasks. 
excluding the expensive and complex equipment (e.g. sophisticated, tFr like radar) and li-

miting the discussion only to simple and not expensive technical means, certainly may result 
in deterioration of control quality, however may also open the way for new possible applica-
tions, mainly in civil areas. 

1. the INSPIratIoN

the important inspiration for the discussion presented here, came from the episode 
that happened in Air Force Officers Training Centre in Dęblin (Poland) more than eighty years
ago. Possibly it has never been reported in scientific literature, because Janusz Meissner - those
times the chief instructor of pilotage in the Centre, described this story in the novel belonging
to belles-lettres kind of literature [10]. Fortunately, he had been engaged deeply in what had
happened then thus, his description, written years later, is very precise and authoritative. 

at late twenties of last century Meissner was teaching to fly the young aviation enthusiast -
Stanisław Latwis, who learned quickly the art of controlling the aircraft in basic manoeuvres,
but completely failed in landing. Meissner guessed at once that the reason was the way 
that Latwis was looking at the runway during the approach and flare phases of landing before
touch-down. he was simply fixing his line of sight (LoS) at fixed point on the airfield, so when
the aircraft flew over this point he always found himself confused and bewildered, too high
above the ground with the speed too low. this caused that he was in no position to estimate pre-
cisely enough the true height above the ground during the approach and flare, so finally got
an obvious result. however Meissner persuaded him to move the line of sight forward, to keep
it ahead of the airplane and look at ‘the whole airfield’in every moment, however they both
tried to overcome the problem repeating landing manoeuvres for many times, results only went
worse. the case seemed to be hopeless-Latwis was unable to stop fixing his line of sight 
at fixed point on the ground when approached the airfield. 

the change appeared suddenly. after some days of break in flight exercises due to instructor’s
absence, Latwis landed correctly, and during short series of tests improved the technique eno-
ugh to be able to accomplish this manoeuvre almost perfectly. Being investigated about his suc-
cess and unexpected change, he presented his ‘invention’– the exercise which helped him
learning how to move the line of sight forward, keeping it ahead of the moving vehicle. 

he placed more than a hundred of big stones along a straight line, one about three steps after
another. then he started his exercises walking along this line and trying to ‘move his eyes’

from one stone to the next one, to have a line of sight focused about ‘twenty stones before him’.
When succeeded, he did the same running, then riding a bicycle (Fig.2) and finally, driving 
a motor cycle. after a few days of training he had this lesson learned and was sure that he could 
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look at the airfield correctly. and he was right, shortly after that, he passed all practical exams
and became his career as a pilot. 

It is not easy to make clear all aspects of this experiment and results. Some of crucial ques-
tions belong rather to psychology, e.g. questions of the nature of Latwis’s disability and possi-
bility to overcome it by training. It is obvious that the way that aircraft’s pilot is looking 
at the runway in landing manoeuvre is crucial and doing it properly allows him/her to assess
precisely the current state of the aircraft - height above the ground, velocity, pitch angle, angle
of attack, rate of descent, etc. on the other hand, when the airfield is visible from the air (VFR

conditions), the pilot controlling the aircraft to complete the approach & flare-out manoeuvre
knows a desired motion of the plane in advance. thus, an interesting questions appear, e.g.:
what is the role of this kind of prediction in human–controlled flights?, is there a possibility 
to use this idea in automatic control system ?, etc. however the case described above is not easy
to be applied directly in order to improve known technical solutions, it is interesting 
as the inspiration for engineering tasks and is treated this way in further discussion. 

Fig.2. Latwis´s idea (the exercise)-„bicycle’phase 

2. PreDICtIve CoNtroL–the CLaSSICaL aPProaCh

In control theory it is convenient to discuss the idea of making use of anticipated behaviour
of controlled object in discrete time domain. time instants are denoted then by natural num-

bers: and it is assumed that all increments of time from one sample 

to the next one are equal i.e.: for every .
the most typical ideas of control algorithms of this type are based on two general 

assumptions. 

assumption 1:  the mathematical model (1) of controlled object is known a priori, with
denoting output and control signals respectively (in general, vector-signals of appropriate di-

mensions) and -some causal operator. It is assumed that this model can be used for predic-
ting by computation a future behaviour of controlled object when future sequence of control
signal samples is known:

(1)

where for ever . 
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assumption 2: at every current moment of time the reference trajectory , 
representing the desired value of output signal, is known over a finite set of future time in-

stants, called time horizon of prediction. 

this means that at every moment values: are known where 
is the time horizon of prediction.

then, the control signal to be applied to the controlled object is computed by optimisation
of typical quadratic quality index:

(2)

where are symmetric, positive-definite weighting matrices of appropriate 

dimensions, is the sequence of control signal candidate’s future 

samples, while is the sequence of predicted output signal 

samples computed by (1). Functional (2) can be treated as a function 

of , because, according to assumption 1, samples appearing in 

this relationship are known and appropriate samples of can be computed using the model
(1). 

Indeed: 

(3)

for . Finally the control algorithm can be presented as follows [3]:

Step 1: get (measure) the sample of output signal

Step 2: Compute the control sequence: by optimising 
the quality index (2)

Step 3: apply as uk to control the object for one time step; 

Step 4: time update: 

Step 5: return to Step 1 and repeat the cycle
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the main difference between ideas discussed in this paragraph and presented in Fig.1, 
as well as discussed in paragraph two, is the domain of horizon of prediction. Classical 
approaches of predictive control are focused on time domain, like the algorithm presented
above. however, when the Noe flight is considered, the natural domain for defining the horizon
of prediction has a different, spatial nature (Fig.1). More details of this difference are treated 
in the next paragraph. 

3. PreDICtIve aLgorIthM For DeSIreD aIrCraFt MotIoN

a key problem for the synthesis of automatic control law for Noe flight is how to get and or-
ganise data characterising the terrain profile ahead of the aircraft. the autopilot „has to know’in
advance the vertical profile of terrain, to synthesise control signals for the future, to keep the
motion safe and avoid obstacles manoeuvring effectively to reject the risk of crash to the gro-
und [7]. technical means mentioned in introduction are too heavy, expensive and energy con-
suming to be used in small unmanned aircraft. the military character of such systems also
excludes the possibility to use them to accomplish simple commercial tasks. In Fig.3 the algo-
rithm of obtaining the simple predictive estimate for terrain profile assessment is illustrated [5],
[9]. It works following ideas presented in paragraph two. It is assumed that considered aircraft
is equipped with the range finder (no matter what type: laser [11], another optoelectronic or
microwave), which is installed in fixed position on-board, in plane of symmetry of the aircraft

in such a way that the angle between the aircraft’s x-body axis and the measurement axis

(Line of Sight-LoS) of range finder, is constant and equal . 

this range finder is assumed to be capable to measure a distance between the

aircraft and the ground along the LoS axis . 

the angle , defined in Fig.3 is treated as a desired flight trajectory angle. assuming that the

angle , where represents pitch angle, is small, the value of can be approximated by
simple formula:

(4)

this variable will be treated as the predictive estimate of the terrain profile ahead 
of the moving aircraft. 
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Fig. 3. estimation of the desired flight trajectory angle [9]

It is assumed that the range finder measures the distance on-line and two types of result
of every measurement may occur.
the result is ‘indefinite’ when the measuring axis xd does not ‘touch the ground’

(is directed ‘to the sky’), so the distance , defined above, does not exist

the result is also ‘indefinite’ when the value of exists but is greater than certain maxi-

mum value –maximum distance that can be measured by the range finder (in simulations 

presented further it is assumed that -typical value 
of this parameter for not expensive laser range finders [11])

in other cases the result of measurement is equal to the measured distance . 

thus the final assessment of terrain profile ahead of the aircraft is constructed as follows:

if (D is „indefinite”) then
if γlast≥0 then

γ:=p * γlast

else
γ:= γlast

end if
˛        else

γ:=(Hz/D) + θ-ξ

end if 

where denotes the previous result of computation, and is a constant 

parameter introduced to avoid too aggressive pull up manoeuvres. 
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It is important to notice that proposed algorithm is very simple-it does not require scanning

the terrain profile ahead of the aircraft. only the distance has to be measured for the cur-
rent moment of time. It is the preliminary solution. It does not contain protection guaranteeing

that the aircraft is capable to ‘realize’ the trajectory characterised by the angle computed 
by the algorithm, because in this phase of work the analysis is focused rather on the checking
if the idea works good, than on technical details of realisation. these details will be defined
precisely during the next, more technical phases of project. 

4. CoNtroL LaW aND reSULtS oF SIMULatIoN eXPerIMeNt

the signal , representing a desired flight trajectory angle is used in typical control law for 

altitude stabilisation (5), where denotes elevator’s deflection, –real height of flight 

over the ground surface, –desired height over the ground, -pitch angle, –angular rate

of pitching and parameters with different indices-constant gain 

factors.

Fig. 4. Predictive controll
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(5)

the control law is also illustrated in Fig.4 to give clear insight into controller’s structure 
and extension consisted in additional feedback loop for flight trajectory angle.

Proposed control law (5) was verified by simulation with linearised mathematical model 
of longitudinal motion of small Uav (the mass about 20-30 kg) [4], [5]. In [4] the result 

of clasical altitude controller synthesis are presented (gain factors are discussed). 
the model of aircraft’s motion takes the form:

(6)

where state variables are included in state vector as well as components 

of linear velocity in body axis (for more details, see appendix, where equations of motion 
are presented n details). typical results of simulation are presented in Fig.5. It was assumed that
in the initial moment the aircraft’s motion is trimmed on straight horizontal trajectory, 40 m
over the ground with linear velocity 50 m/s. the shape of terrain before the aircraft is the 25
m high step, like for flight over the sea towards 25 m high seashore (cliff). It was assumed that

the constant angle between LoS of range finder and x body axis is directed 
„downwards”.

Dotted line illustrates typical reaction of altitude controller (with ), whereas solid

line represents the reaction of predictive controller (with ). 

It is easy to notice that activation of predictive algorithm results in important reduction

(about 15 m)of maximum value of altitude error , but also reduces overshooting. 
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Fig. 5. Classical vs. predictive control responses of altitude control system [5]

other results of the simulation experiment can be shortly summarised as follows:
pitch angle is less than 10
velocity reduction in this manoeuvre is less than 4 m/s, although throttle position 
is constant during the manoeuvre
maximum deflection of elevator is less than 3.5.

one of the main advantages of predictive control is the smoother transient of the manoeuvre.
the illustration of acceleration in vertical plane is presented in Fig.6–overload factor is seven
times greater for non-predictive control. 

Fig. 6. vertical acceleration [5]
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CoNCLUSIoNS

Presented solution for longitudinal motion control in terrain – following flight is simplified
to get less restrictive requirements for measuring. Finally four variables have to be measured

(or estimated/observed): . 

the most difficult requirement is measurement of distance , which has to be repeated
quite frequently (0.3 s of repeating period was assumed), and there is no method to make this

condition not so difficult. a need for precise estimate of pitch angle defines another difficult
question (expensive gyro), but this task is expected to be easier because of the possibility to use
observation techniques assisted by not expensive MeMS gyros. 

results of simulations are close to expected ones, despite of very simple control law. 

the main advantage of predictive control is a capability to react before the threat of collision

with the obstacle is critical. Such capability is noticed and improved the control quality of ty-

pical altitude controller. 
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aPPeNDIX: MoDeL oF LoNgItUDINaL MotIoN oF eXaMPLe aIrCraFt

the small unmanned aircraft is used as an example for discussion presented in the article.
Mass of the vehicle is about 20 – 30 kg and its features are expected to be close to commercial
needs for terrain observation and surveillance. Simplified, mathematical model of longitudinal
motion, representing trimmed horizontal flight is used (6). State space equations describing
this motion are linearised in the vicinity of the point in state space which represents this trim-
med horizontal flight taken as a reference. this motion is characterised by 50 m/s horizontal

velocity at 0 m altitude (a.s.l.) [5]. State space vector is composed of five state variables:

where all of them represent differences between true value of state 

variable and the value of the same variable corresponding with the reference motion. 
thus, subsequent variables denote the following deviations:

- - component (longitudinal) of velocity in body axis [m/s]

- - component (vertical) of velocity in body axis [m/s]

-pitch rate [deg/s],

-vertical coordinate of position in inertial reference system [m]

-pitch angle [deg]

-control signal representing deflections of the elevator [deg]

Matrices appearing in (6) are of the following form: 

(7)
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PIotr MaSłoWSkI

AUTOMATyCzNE STEROWANIE PREDykCyjNE DLA LOTU 
zE śLEDzENIEM PROFILU TERENU

Streszczenie

Problemy omawiane w artykule skupiają się wokół praw automatycznego, predykcyjnego 

sterowania lotem na małej wysokości ze śledzeniem profilu terenu. Zaproponowane rozwiązanie

wykorzystuje prosty algorytm z przesuwającym się horyzontem predykcji, umożliwiający anty-

cypowanie sygnału zadanego. Model ruchu podłużnego samolotu został wykorzystany do badań

automatycznie sterowanego lotu na małej wysokości, wykonywanego przez samolot 

bezzałogowy (UAV) lub przez samolot z załogą ale poruszający się jako bezzałogowy (na przykład

z powodu wystąpienia sytuacji awaryjnej). Prawo sterowania zostało zaprojektowane jako roz-

szerzenie typowego regulatora wysokości lotu przez dodanie do niego dodatkowej pętli sprzęże-

nia zwrotnego, zaprojektowanej tak, by zrealizować śledzenie przewidywanego kąta toru lotu.

Kąt ten jest wyliczany poprzez analizę on line kształtu profilu terenu przed samolotem. Przyjmuje

się, że niezbędne dane opisujące ten profil są uzyskiwane przez odpowiednie urządzenia pokła-

dowe, optoelektroniczne lub radarowe, albo metodami estymacji bazującymi na nawigacji sate-

litarnej zintegrowanej z cyfrową mapą przechowywaną w pamięci autopilota. Ostateczne

rozwiązanie zostało przetestowane podczas badań symulacyjnych, w których wykorzystano jako

przykład model matematyczny małego samolotu bezzałogowego (UAV) o masie ok. 20-30 kg.

Otrzymane rezultaty potwierdziły poprawne działanie proponowanego rozwiązania i możliwość

wykorzystania go w układach antykolizyjnych i ostrzegających o bliskości ziemi.
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Abstract

In this article the example is presented to illustrate the potential of simple estimates for asses-

sing the realizability of selected aspects of the idea of unmanned, long endurance (exceeding 24h),

solar powered aircraft. The problem of energy storing in an on-board supplying system is ad-

dressed and problems to be solved are identified. However, presented estimates are built on basic

laws of physics [3] and simple mathematical models [5], obtained results turn out to be nontrivial.

Numerical example is based on data of electrically propelled sailplane ‘Antares’ [1],[2],[4] – 

the first demonstrator showing take - off capability of manned electrically propelled aircraft. 

INtroDUCtIoN-tHE IDEa

one of the most fundamental phase of each engineering project, especially a novel one, 

is the assessment of realisation capability (realizability). Such an assessment has to be com-

pleted before the main phase of work, when most of precise results, simulations, etc. are not

known. thus, in many cases the only tools in hand of an engineer, when searching for such as-

sessments, are simple mathematical models and estimates, as well as basic laws of physics 

and technical sciences. In this article some assessments for the process of electrical energy sto-

rage are presented for hypothetic long endurance solar powered unmanned aircraft. 

the idea of long endurance unmanned aircraft has entered the society of engineers 

as a response to the obvious needs for the Earth surface monitoring. this surveillance process

is important for several reasons: the need for detecting illegal traffic on sea [7],[8], monitoring

roads, big building sites or opencast mines and many other. the main assumption is always the

same: an unmanned aircraft is needed, that is capable to continue the mission for relatively

long period of time (e.g. spending aloft some days, weeks, months?) with no inter - landing, re-

fuelling, etc. [7],[8] Especially interested are aircraft capable to operate outside the controlled

(non-segregated) airspace i.e. at high altitude - for instance at altitudes about 15,000 m or even

higher. this is important nowadays due to the lack of law regulating unmanned aircraft flights

within the controlled airspace. 

the simplified idea of typical mission pursued by long endurance solar powered aircraft is

illustrated below (Fig.1). the aircraft is assumed to be powered by solar energy driving elec-

tric engines and propellers. During the day the energy is absorbed by solar panels (installed on

upper sides of wings and fuselage) and the aircraft is assumed to be capable to climb. 



Moreover, it is assumed that the system of solar panels is capable to absorb more energy

from solar radiation that is needed for the flight at constant altitude (and even climbing). the

overflow of energy is stored on-board in two forms: 

•in mechanical form–as the potential energy, proportional to the altitude, growing during

the day, as a result of climbing

•in electric form - in some electric energy magazine

Fig.1. Simplified idea of the mission pursued by a long endurance solar powered aircraft

During the night the aircraft is capable to survive aloft, possibly descending and losing some

altitude, by using the energy being stored in these two forms. then the cycle is repeated. 

In this discussion we will omit some important questions, e.g. how to start/end the mission?

We also do not consider the assumption that the efficiency of solar panels is enough to produce

the overflow of energy during a day–we make this assumption following some important in-

formation and data [7],[8]. our attention is focused on the process of energy storing, assuming

that the electric energy magazine, that is mentioned above, is based on classical batteries (ac-

cumulators), technologically advanced but achievable as components ‘of the shelf’. Is this pro-

cess may be considered so efficient to realise the idea presented above?-we will discuss this

question further, in more details. 

1. EStIMatIoN oF ENErGY rEQUIrED For a NIGHt FLIGHt

Let us consider a non - propelled aircraft (sailplane), moving with constant speed in a per-

fectly calm air (no winds, no vertical airflows, etc.). We assume that the flight is realised without

manoeuvres with a minimum rate of descent, so the trajectory is a straight, descending line

(Fig.2). We will discuss the aircraft model represented by three mechanical parameters: 

- mass of the aircraft (in kg), m
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- maximum gliding ratio (dimensionless) [1],]10], 

- horizontal velocity (in m/s) corresponding to maximum gliding ratio k [1],[10]. 

It means that the rate of descent during considered flight is  and takes minimum possible

value.

Fig.2 Estimation of loss of energy due to aerodynamic drag (Δt–time increment)

the loss of energy during a certain period of time is and is equal

to loss of potential energy of the aircraft (Fig.2). 

the kinetic energy does not change, because we have assumed that the speed is constant

and optimal, equals . thus, the relationship: represents the power

of work exerted by aerodynamic drag forces on the aircraft body to counteract its motion. 

thus, we can assume that the aircraft propelled by some propulsion unit, delivering the same

amount of power as a thrust exerted on the aircraft body, is capable to move at constant altitude.

this is of course an optimistic assessment but we can take it as a crude estimate of a power

needed to keep the altitude not changed.

Now consider the night, when the aircraft is flying in the darkness: to keep the altitude not

changed, the propulsion unit has to be supplied by getting the energy from the electric energy

magazine (batteries). Let  denotes the time duration of the night - a period of time when the air-

craft is flying in the darkness. the amount of energy that is necessary to complete this task can

be estimated as follows:

(1)

where -is the acceleration of gravity, while denotes the energetic efficiency 

of the propulsion unit, i.e. the energetic efficiency of the energy conversion process, assu-

ming that this process starts from batteries, where the energy is stored, and ends at the value 

of dynamic thrust produced by the propulsion unit. the average geographical latitude

of Polish territory determines the duration of the longest night of the year (winter solstice 
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at 21st/22nd of December): . 

the duration of the shortest night is respectively. 

Finally, the energy that has to be stored during a day for propulsion system, to make the air-

craft capable survive aloft during every night of a year at constant average altitude, 

is determined by the relationship (1) with replaced by . of course there are some

simplifications in such a model: for instance, the transitions between night and day is not sharp

(see Fig.2). However we are going to obtain some crude estimates, to realize what is going on,

thus we find such simplifications allowable. 

2. ELECtrIC ENErGY MaGaZINE–BattErY UNIt

We assume that during a day the overflow of energy produced by solar panels is stored in

classical, high–technology electric batteries (accumulators) installed within the specially pre-

pared compartment-battery chamber. the volume of this chamber is denoted by , while 

is the parameter defining the part of  which is really occupied by batteries (some’

kind of ‘factor of filling’). Batteries are characterised by three parameters: 

- the nominal density of energy stored in battery by volume (in J/m3)

- the parameter (dimensionless) describing the part of energy stored

in battery, which can be used, while part of the stored energy has to be left not used 

to assure the proper operation of the battery [9]

- the mass density of battery (in kg/m3)

thus, the amount of energy stored in the battery unit, disposal for the propulsion system can

be expressed as follows:

(2)

while the overall mass of batteries equals . the important problem of discussed flight

is the temperature inside the compartment where electric batteries are installed. Electrical ac-

cumulators work well when this temperature is not too low, because only then the electric ca-

pacity of batteries is close to its nominal value. 
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When temperature is too low–capacity fails dramatically [9]. 

It is important especially for high altitude flights–for instance, over the controlled airspace, 

where temperature of the surrounding air is about–60˚C. there are no batteries working well

in such conditions. this means that the compartment with batteries has to be heated, 

especially during the night (during the day this situation may reverse–may be cooling will be

needed due to heating from solar radiation). During a night this need of heating requires some

auxiliary amount of energy that has to be stored during a day to survive a night aloft. 

the appropriate, most simplified formula for assessing this amount of energy takes the form:

(3)

where, 

- denotes the outer area (in m2) of the battery compartment 

- is the difference of temperatures (in k) between the inner and outer areas of 

this compartment

- is the factor describing the ratio of heat loss (in J/(k.s.m2)). 

3. ENErGY BaLaNCE

Finally, the balance of energy (1), (2), (3) takes the form:

(4)

to make the next step ahead we have to assume some relationship between the mass of the

aircraft and the mass of batteries. It is natural, because such assumption prevents from the

existence of pathological solutions, when the mass of batteries would be greater than the mass

of the aircraft! assume that there is a parameter describing the contribution of the mass of bat-

teries to the mass of the whole aircraft so, that:

(5)

which means that of the aircraft mass is the mass of batteries-we have 

to remember that parameter is defined as the mass of the whole aircraft with the mass of elec-

tric energy magazine included. replacing m in (4) by , after some simple algebraic

manipulations we have:

(6)

For further analysis the square bracket in (6) is crucial-in fact, the equation (5) has been 
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transformed to the form (6) to have this bracket marked explicitly. It is easy to notice that in

this form of energy balance equation, the main parameters of energy magazine  are grouped

within it. on the other hand the whole equation makes sense if and only if the value of this brac-

ket is 

positive, so we can compute the lower limit for value, for which the expression in square

bracket equals to zero:

(7)

In real project the condition is sine qua non one for realizability. 

assume that we have the value of parameter positive and established. 

then we can use „the rest” of the relationship (6), to get some information about possible size

of battery chamber:
(8)

taking into account that the ratio takes its minimum value for the spherical shape, we

can use this relationship to estimate the size (characteristic dimension) of battery chamber

and, indirectly, to get some insight into the estimates of the size of discussed, hypothetical air-

craft. this is discussed in the next paragraph. 

4. NUMErICaL EXaMPLE

Let us consider the numerical example completed for data collected in table 1. 

although some values in this table are marked „unknown”, some other, taken from sources de-

scribing the ‘aNtarES’ project [1],[2],[4] or issued by manufacturers of batteries (SaFt) [9]

are quite enough to get some important conclusions. We have chosen ‘aNtarES’ as the exam-

ple aircraft because of very good aerodynamic characteristics (maximum lift/drag ratio

with the electric energy magazine on-board), the electric propulsion with specially

designed propeller & engine unit and well estimated energetic efficiency of propulsion system,

reaching . For similar reasons, technologically advanced and achievable SaFt’s 45VLE 

lithium-ion battery has been chosen for presented example. to get some insight into the flight 
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process, let as start from the equation (1) to compute the estimate of power required to keep

the aircraft at constant altitude during the night. For data collected in table 1, we have:

(9)

this is very „optimistic” result–in fact the power of aNtarES’s propulsion unit was about 40

kW, but it was due to the take-off requirement. the „optimistic” character of this result came

from the nature of assessment (1)–this assessment showed the lower limit of required

power, theoretically achievable only in optimal conditions under optimal control. 

tab. 1. Numerical values of example parametres

then, we can return to the square bracket in equation (6). after some simple algebraic ma-

nipulations we can estimate easily the value of parameter , which is marked as „unknown” 

in table 1. Using the data from this table we can compute the value , necessary to have

positive value  of bracket appearing in (6). We have:

(10)

which means that more than 92% of the aircraft mass is the mass of batteries! 

this result makes a proof that nowadays technology of batteries is still very far from fulfilling

requirements set by discussed task. Even for the shortest night in a year (in Poland), we have

and which is also a quite shocking result!
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the need is to have the battery capable to store the energy with density of energy many times

more than accessible today. the result (10) is proportional to , so hypothetically, even if we 

have batteries with two times more energy density than presented in table 1, we will have

for . 

Let us return now to the equation (8). the energy balance equation (6) is built in such a way

that the requirement to have positive value of square bracket leads to the necessary parame-

ters of the batteries. If this requirement is fulfilled, the rest of this equation tells us something

about the size of hypothetical aircraft. to make it clear, let us assume for a while that we have

batteries with so high density of stored energy that: . 

the smallest ratio is reached for the case of spherical battery chamber, when

and is a radius of this hypothetical sphere. 

In such a case we have:

(11)

It is easy to see that for we have , so the influence of on di-

mensions of the hypothetical battery chamber is obvious: the bigger we have, 

the smaller dimesions of the chamber (and the aircraft) are possible. Sphere does not seem to

be a convenient size for battery chamber, so let us consider the cylindrical shape of a radius

and height, where is a positive parameter. Such a shape seems to be better fitted to the shape

of the aircraft. then we have:

(12)
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Fig.3 Diagram illustrating the equation (13) for a = 1 and ηE = 0,8

and after simple reorganisation of equation (8): 

(13)

to get some insight into values appearing in relationships, assume for an example that the

battery chamber is fully filled by batteries and the efficiency of propulsion is the same as rea-

ched in aNtarES project: . then we can illustrate the relationship (13) 

by the simple diagram (Fig.3). taking, for instance , we can estimate 

easily that we have to reach [J/(k.s.m2)] or more. 

this results prove that the simple equation (6) describing the energy balance is helpful 

in searching for simple tools aimed at preliminary design. 

Parameter can be used as a first, crude assessment of the size of the battery chamber.

5. PotENtIaL ENErGY aS ENErGY aCCUMULator

one of possible ideas for storing the energy during a day to survive a night aloft is to in-

crease flight altitude during the day and then to lose this additional altitude during the night,

retrieving the energy stored in form of potential energy. assuming that one-day increment of

flight altitude is Δh, the respective increment of potential energy ΔEh can be determined as:

For simplicity, we compare it with the amount of energy needed for the night for propulsion 

only, so we have: (14)

It is easy to estimate that for parameters used in numerical example in previous paragraph,
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of altitude, „added” to the nominal altitude during the day, is equivalent to about 2.5% of

energy needed for the propulsion to survive the longest night aloft (neglecting the amount of

energy to be spent on battery compartment heating). Moreover, such assessment is very opti-

mistic, because it is calculated assuming that the process of conversion of the energy stored as

the additional potential energy (as altitude increment reached during the day) to the impact co-

unteracting aerodynamic drag forces (during the night), is 100% efficient. Such result can be

realised only in ideal conditions with strictly optimal control of the aircraft motion (stabilisa-

tion of the optimal rate of descent), thus, not easy to reach. 

CoNCLUSIoNS

the analysis presented in the article is based on simple assessment of energy balance 

for long endurance, solar powered aircraft. However used estimates are simple, achieved results

are nontrivial, proving that density of energy stored in classical batteries (lithium – ion tech-

nology), even the best accessible in the market, is many times too less for such a difficult task

like energy storage for keeping such an aircraft aloft during the night. It is not easy to predict

what is the perspective solution for such projects. Hydrogen fuel cell is one of candidates. 

Maybe a nuclear supply is also a possible solution, but this seems to be a question for far future. 
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PODSTAWOWE OSZACOWANIA DLA UKŁADU MAGAZYNOWANIA
ENERGII W SAMOLOCIE PRZEZNACZONYM DO WYKONYWANIA
LOTÓW DŁUGOTRWAŁYCH, ZASILANYM ENERGIĄ SŁONECZNĄ  

Streszczenie

W artykule przedstawiony został przykład ilustrujący możliwość wykorzystania prostych osza-

cowań, do oceny wybranych aspektów koncepcji samolotu bezzałogowego, zasilanego energią sło-

neczną i przeznaczonego do wykonywania lotów długotrwałych (powyżej 24h). 

Omówiono zagadnienie magazynowania energii elektrycznej w pokładowym układzie zasilającym

samolotu i problemy, które wymagają rozwiązania. Jakkolwiek prezentowane oceny opierają 

się na podstawowych prawach fizyki [3] i prostych modelach matematycznych [5], uzyskane wnio-

ski nie są trywialne. W przykładach liczbowych ilustrujących rozważania, wykorzystane zostały

dane szybowca z napędem elektrycznym „Antares” [1],[2],[4]-pierwszego demonstratora 

zdolności do samodzielnego startu załogowego samolotu z napędem elektrycznym.
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Abstract

The paper discusses the preparation of laboratory amounts of concentrated hydrogen peroxide

solutions suitable for propulsion purposes (both types: stabilized and HTP class). A brief intro-

duction to the physical properties, safety prescriptions, applications and material compatibility of

hydrogen peroxide of HTP class is also presented for the sake of completeness. The final fragment

concludes with a practical approach to the safe laboratory preparation method, handling and de-

termination of purity and concentration of obtained concentrated hydrogen peroxide solutions.

INtroductIoN

the paper summarizes the Space technology department at the Institute of aviation goals

for small spacecraft propulsion technology and link them to areas of propulsion research in Po-

land in general at the nearest future. a brief review of currently being investigated issue 

in the newly opened laboratory is presented as current and near term research, focused speci-

fically on: concentrated solutions of H2o2 (stabilized and HtP - High test Peroxide class) pre-

paration, its long term storage possibilities, catalytic decomposition, “drop tests” for fuel

ignition investigation, its use as “green” monopropellant or in hybrid rocket motors as the oxi-

dant. By employing catalytic decomposition of HtP, auto-ignition of the solid fuel in a hybrid

rocket is possible. When HtP is properly decomposed, the decomposition products alone re-

lease enough heat and the gases have suitable temperature (even over 700°c, depending 

on the concentration of the solution of peroxide) to provide efficient thrust.

thus, at our new Laboratory of Propellants, unstabilized (HtP) as well as stabilized solu-

tions of hydrogen peroxide from 75% up to over 90% concentration has been prepared in la-

boratory quantities for first investigations, that is: testing material compatibility 

and quasi-hypergolic ignition with potential fuels as well as long term storage on a small scale.

1. HydroGeN PeroxIde aPPLIcatIoNS

the chemical compound named later as hydrogen peroxide was discovered by thenard in

1818 and has been manufactured commercially by a variety of processes since about 1885.

today it is a versatile chemical, with numerous applications and it is routinely transported and

stored in bulk quantities. In 1994 the worldwide production capacity for hydrogen peroxide

was around 1.9 million tones and increased to 2.2 million in 2006 [1]. Nearly at the same time 



(1995) the first production line of industrial grades of H2o2 was started up in Poland (Pu-

lawy) [2]. the most important current uses of lower grade H2o2 solutions include paper pulp

and textiles bleaching, chemical synthesis, environmental treatment (waste water purification) 

and metals processing. these applications utilize hydrogen peroxide products which are ge-

nerally considered as “standard” or “industrial grades”. these solutions of H2o2 are routinely

shipped and stored worldwide, at maximum concentration 70%. the most commonly-used

concentration in the world, however, is 50%, with customers diluting the 70% material prior

to on-site storage [3].

there are also several specialty applications which demand either specially formulated sta-

bilizer packages, for example cosmetic grades for consumer products, or very high levels of

product purity (but not concentration) as required by the semiconductor industry. for the lat-

ter, hydrogen peroxide is typically supplied at a 30% concentration level (uSLI grade - all me-

tallic impurities are limited to a maximum of 10 ppb). the latter one was used by the authors

as one of the raw solutions of H2o2 for HtP preparing.

there is a distinct growth in interest in the use of highly concentrated H2o2 (HtP) for pro-

pulsion applications that, perhaps, holds the promise of significant future demand [4]. Pure (or

stabilised by other additives than phosphates) and highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide is a

powerful oxidizing agent and efficient, environmentally friendly monopropellant (for small roc-

ket engines used as attitude systems on satellites) as well, which is relatively easy to handle. de-

spite its power when concentrated, H2o2 is a natural metabolite of many organisms and has

none of the problems of gaseous release or chemical residues that are associated with other che-

mical oxidants or rocket propellants. after its energetic decomposition, it is converted into plain

ordinary water and oxygen. as an environmentally friendly and powerful rocket medium HtP

has a long history of application to aerospace propulsion and power systems due to its high

density, its monopropellant characteristics, its low toxicity and the ease of handling.

the use of high strength hydrogen peroxide as a rocket propellant can be traced back to Hel-

muth Walter and developments in Germany during the 1930’s. [5]. at that time, 80% hydrogen

peroxide was first produced on a limited scale to support these developments. HtP is still pro-

duced in Germany today. Solvay Interox and evonik (former degussa) have their HtP producing

facilities there and one of this sites has produced up to 87,5% H2o2 for many years, primarily

for use in the propulsion systems (aerospace and defence related companies) or for manufac-

ture of special organic chemicals. today, HtP as a product, is still available in europe to quali-

fied end users only and can be imported into the uS on an as-needed basis.

However, during the period of late 1980’s until recently, the demand for HtP had been, in

practice, very small, which explains the current absence of commercial HtP production in the

uSa. Historically, uSa demand had been more significant, and both Shell chemical company and

fmc corporation were producers of 90% H2o2, the latter company also producing some 98%

H2o2 for a period of time. Shell’s hydrogen peroxide business was ultimately acquired by Inte-

rox and fmc ceased its production of HtP in the early to mid 1980’s. recently, to meet the pro-

pulsion industry’s growing need for storable, low toxicity oxidizers, fmc has a production unit

at its Bayport, that is capable of producing high-strength (70% to 98%) hydrogen peroxide.

this high-test hydrogen peroxide is one of the highest purity product available in today’s mar-

ket, meeting the most stringent specifications for monopropellant, bipropellant, and hybrid

propulsion applications. However, fmc HtP hydrogen peroxide, similarly as the one from evo-

nik or other large companies, is available only to the selected end users, and is sold in specially

designed and approved, large and costly containers, such as 30 gallon, high-purity aluminium

drums or 4000 gallon high-purity aluminium tank trucks. 
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unfortunately, none of the large suppliers of HtP does not include small containers of pro-

pellant grade HtP (or the price for them is extremely high; in the range of several hundred euro

for one litre). Large drums are sold, but both availability and impurities have been variable.

also, handling larger quantities than needed can be very costly and burdensome in a small la-

boratory.

2. ImPortaNt featureS of H2o2 SoLutIoNS

With the recent resurgence in interest in HtP amongst the aerospace community for pro-

pulsion applications, also our research team has focused some of its development efforts in this

area. We have developed the laboratory methodology to safely and economically produce up to

99% H2o2 in laboratory quantities. We are currently completing hazard evaluation work on 90

- 99% H2o2, the results of which will enable us to analyze the safety risks associated with fur-

ther preparation, transporting, storing and using products of various concentrations and purity

in this range. this, in turn, will enable us to define the appropriate risk management measures

required for an acceptably safe laboratory operating and future engine testing.

We have the knowledge that anyone conducting research and development work or using

potentially hazardous materials should be completely familiar with its properties and beha-

viour and fully aware of appropriate handling, storage and disposal procedures, as well as ne-

cessary personal protective equipment. Hydrogen peroxide producers and suppliers have

various safety materials available. the appropriate literature is also readily available in the in-

ternet. In fact, solutions of hydrogen peroxide always exhibit a minimal degree of instability,

regardless of the concentration, continuously decomposing to water and oxygen with the evo-

lution of heat;

H2o2 (l) H2o (l) + ½o2 (g) H = -98.4 kJ/mole 

H2o2 (l) H2o (g) + ½o2 (g) H = -54.4 kJ/mole

It is well known now, that several factors affect the rate of decomposition, including tempe-

rature, degree of contamination, surface activity, pH, and to a lesser extent concentration. 

for example, the decomposition rate increases approximately 2,3 times for each 10˚c rise 

in temperature. However, the normal rate of decomposition for commercial grades of hydrogen

peroxide stored in compatible equipment is extremely low, typically much less than 1% loss

(relative) per year.

It has been reported a decade ago that 90% peroxide stored for 17 years at ambient condi-

tions in texas showed a degradation in concentration of just 0.4% [6]. furthermore, some other

research have revealed that 98% hydrogen peroxide stored in 2.5 litre nitric acid bottles ac-

tually increased its concentration, to 99.5%, over a six month storage. that means, the rate of

evaporation was greater than that of decomposition [7]. 

Pure concentrated hydrogen peroxide is really quite stable. In fact, concentrated H2o2 is ge-

nerally more stable than a dilute solution (when uncontaminated). However, the particular re-

sistance of any grade or concentration of H2o2 towards contamination is very dependent on the

level (and type) of stabilizers used. Industrial grades of H2o2 (e.g. from evonik, arkema or Sol-

vay Interox, 70% technical and chemical grades) are stabilized with various additives in order

to provide a certain level of protection against the typical (low) levels of contaminants that may

be experienced during transportation and storage in standard (passivated 304 or 316 stain-

less steel) equipment. this stabilization, however, is not able to protect against “gross” conta



mination (which may mean levels below 1 ppm for certain contaminants, for example, fe,

cu, cr, or mn ions, particularly in combination with each other) and in such instances slow de-

composition of the product will commence.

In contrast, very lightly stabilized H2o2, such as that required by aerospace applications, 

is much more sensitive to contamination than the industrial grades due to the very limited amo-

unt of additives present. In order to ensure adequate stability for transportation and on-site sto-

rage, the choice of acceptable materials may be more restrictive and the use of standard”

equipment may be in some circumstances inappropriate.

In addition to the homogeneous decomposition effects described above, there is also hete-

rogeneous decomposition of hydrogen peroxide that occurs on some material surfaces. 

the magnitude of this effect can be quite large depending on the particular material and the sur-

face condition. It is for this reason that relatively only a few materials are suitable for long term

contact with H2o2 and careful attention must be paid to the preparation and conditioning 

of these surfaces during any tests.

for example, silver is one of the most active, which is actually a useful property exploited by

the developers of decomposition catalyst systems for HtP/propulsion systems (figure 1). 

fig. 1. example of pure solid silver wire catalyst screen of 20 x 20 mesh (to be cut and pre-activated)

(authors)

In contrast, certain grades of polyethylene and Ptfe are completely inert towards HtP, thus

are very suitable as material for containers (figure 2). 

fig. 2. row solutions (low concentration), samples of HtP (87,6%) and concentrated (stabilized, 86%)

H2o2 prepared with the use of special vacuum rotary evaporator by the authors

for any given material, smooth surfaces are always less active than rough ones. Hydrogen

peroxide compatible metal surfaces always require passivation and conditioning prior to use. 
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thus, when considering materials compatibility, the effect of the peroxide on the material is

generally much less important than the material's effect on the peroxide.

Since H2o2 decomposition is a significantly exothermic process (over 98 kJ/mole H2o2 at

25°c), the temperature of the decomposing solution will continue to rise if the generated heat 

cannot be effectively dissipated to the surroundings. this increase in temperature will in-

crease the rate of decomposition resulting in a self-accelerating system. this generally applies

to all concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. However, the magnitude of the consequences 

of H2o2 decomposition depends upon the initial concentration, and may be quite serious 

in the case of highly concentrated solutions.

relatively large volumes of gaseous oxygen are evolved as hydrogen peroxide decomposes.

If the peroxide strength is high enough, the material will boil and large volumes of steam will

also be generated (figure 3). 

fig. 3. decomposition of 0,5 cm3 sample of 90% HtP by one single crystal 

of Kmno4 (authors)

for concentrations up to 65% H2o2, the maximum adiabatic decomposition temperature

that may be observed is 100°c; i.e. there is sufficient water present to absorb the total heat of

decomposition by generation of steam. for concentrations above 65%, the final adiabatic tem-

perature that may be attained increases with increase in initial H2o2 concentration. for solu-

tion of 70% H2o2, the heat of decomposition is 1,984 kJ/g solution and the adiabatic

decomposition temperature is 233°c, with a volume expansion of 2500 times the starting vo-

lume. for 85% H2o2, the heat of decomposition is 2,453 kJ/g with a potential adiabatic tem-

perature of 613°c and a volume expansion ratio of 4500.

3. comPatIBILIty WItH tHe StructuraL materIaLS aNd Safety

the effects associated with materials in contact with hydrogen peroxide can vary widely, thus

a standard method of classification according to likely performance in service has been devi-

sed as follows:

class 1: materials that are fully compatible with hydrogen peroxide and suitable for long term

contact such as storage tanks.

class 2: materials that are satisfactory for repeated short term contact with hydrogen pero-

xide prior to storage or use. contact time should be quite short prior to storage. contact time

should not exceed four hours at 71°c or one week at 21°c prior to use [8].

class 3: materials that are suitable for short term contact only, prior to prompt use. 

class 4: materials that are unsuitable or hazardous for any use with hydrogen peroxide.

the requirement for class 1 materials for long term contact is not unique to concentrated

H2o2 and in fact applies to all concentrations. However, a material that is rated class 1 for sto-

rage of 50% H2o2, for example, may not carry the same rating for storage of 70% or 85% H2o2.

for storage of high purity 70% H2o2 or 85% H2o2, class 1 materials are Ptfe lined stainless s
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Hydrogen peroxide is non flammable substance. However, it can form explosive vapours

under certain conditions (explosion occurring by decomposition of the vapour rather than com-

bustion). this potential hazard is a function of temperature, pressure, and H2o2 liquid con-

centration. at the ambient pressure, boiling 74% hydrogen peroxide (at 130°c) will give a

vapour just at the limit of flammability. this is a kind of lower explosive limit for H2o2 vapour

and its value is 26 mole % (39 wt. %) at atmospheric pressure. for liquid concentrations hig-

her than 74%, explosive vapours can be generated at temperatures less than their normal boi-

ling points (fig. 4).

fig. 4. Phase diagram Showing the explosive range of Hydrogen Peroxide [9]

for example, for 85% solution of H2o2 at atmospheric pressure, a temperature of 121°c is required to

generate an explosive atmosphere (a boiling point of  the solution is equal 139°c).

as the pressure increases, flammable atmospheres are achieved at progressively lower con-

centrations of boiling liquid, until a pressure of 4 bar is reached. at this pressure, the limit of

flammability of H2o2 vapour is 33 wt. %, which is in equilibrium with boiling 66.5% H2o2.

above 4 bar, the flammable limit of the vapour remains constant at 33 wt. % and the equilib-

rium liquid concentration falls very slowly as pressure increases.

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide solutions can, of course, raise their temperature to boi-

ling point and evaporate water and hydrogen peroxide (table 1). In the absence of any other

reactive substance, the concentration of the boiling peroxide always decreases. the heat of de-

composition alone is insufficient to increase the liquid concentration. the presence of concen-

trated hydrogen peroxide enhances the normal hazards associated with flammable liquids,

vapours, and gases. this is due to the propensity of H2o2 to generate large amounts of oxygen

in combination with a significant heating effect as it decomposes. even if a flammable material

is below its flash point and therefore normally considered to be in a safe region, the heat from

decomposition of H2o2 could raise the material above its flash point and convert a safe system

into an unsafe one.



teel (304L or 316L) or 99.5% aluminium. other aluminium alloys may be used but the exact

composition of the alloy can significantly impact the rate of metal pick-up and hence have an

effect on the product stability and purity.

tab. 1. calculated adiabatic temperature of decomposition products and their volume

for solutions of H2o2 [10] 

the large volumes of oxygen generated as H2o2 decomposes further add to this potential

problem. oxygen enrichment atmospheres greatly increase the fire hazards posed by flam-

mable liquids, vapours and gases. first of all, oxygen enrichment widens the explosive limits.

It does not affect the flash point significantly, so materials below the flash point remain safe. the

increase is into the fuel rich area. It also greatly reduces the energy required to produce igni-

tion and increases the rate.

even dilute hydrogen peroxide can create potential problems. for example 3% H2o2 gene-

rates 10 volumes of oxygen for each volume of H2o2 decomposed. oxygen enrichment of con-

fined spaces is therefore a real possibility. dilution with copious amounts of water is the

appropriate response to spillage of hydrogen peroxide. entrapment in confined spaces must

be actively avoided. 

3. curreNt deveLoPmeNtS – PreParatIoN of HtP IN tHe LaBoratory

chemically pure (pure for analysis) and electronic grade (uLSI class) 30% hydrogen peroxide

was purchased in 5 liter polyethylene containers. It was then concentrated up to 92% by using

the apparatus shown in figure 5. Some of the obtained solutions of concentrated H2o2 meet the

requirements for HtP class (those prepared from uLSI solutions). operation is mainly auto-

mated, so only daily emptying and filling of vessels is required to yield about 2 liters of HtP

over a regular work week. the cost per liter is high, but still acceptable and affordable.
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fig. 5. the equipment for safe, evaporative concentration (by vacuum distillation) of H2o2 low

concentration solutions (authors)

this laboratory method of HtP (H2o2) preparation simplifies the apparatus at the maximum

level and reduces glassware cleaning. the method in fact consists of two crucial steps: a) the

phase of low temperature concentration of hydrogen peroxide via forced evaporation under

fume cupboard (can be omitted), b) further concentration and purification via distillation under

reduced pressure with use a special rotary vacuum evaporator Nahita model 503.

the whole setup used in the preparation consisting of an off-the-shelf borosilicate glass ro-

tary vacuum evaporator and a special vacuum system. the solution concentrated to about 85 -

90% and having several dozen ppm concentrated impurities will be heated in 1 dm3 batch by

a water bath at 55°c. the solutions of ultra-high purity strait after the process of evaporation

(concentration) held the requirements for HtP class (prepared from uLSI solutions of H2o2).

the sealed glassware was hold internally below 40 milibar, which enabled rapid evaporation

over a period of 2,5 - 3 hours. condensate dripped into the collector flask with no more than a

few percents loss. the circulation of cold water through a chiller, at the condenser coils, enab-

led condensation with minimum losses. vapors of hydrogen peroxide which escaped the con-

denser were rendered harmless by dilution in the laboratory fume hood. Prepared HtP is stored

in a special containers with a vent ports, since gradual decay to oxygen and water might cause

pressure buildup and the rapture of the vessel. However, the situation even with the slightest

overpressure in the HtP or concentrated and stabilized H2o2 container was never experienced

so far during the routine experiments by the authors.

Several distillation processes were carried out in total allowing to obtain a few samples of sta-

bilized concentrated H2o2 and HtP. the concentration was determined with great accuracy

(up to second digit after dot) by utilizing a special high precision aerometer and use the evo-

nik model to calculate the concentration from the corresponding density of hydrogen peroxide

(figure 6) [11].



fig. 6. High precision aerometer used to determine the density of HtP/H2o2 solutions (authors)

an electronic conductivity meter was used to test the purity of obtained solutions of HtP

and concentrated H2o2. In the case of HtP the value of conductivity was virtually close to

0 μS/cm, whereas for stabilized solutions of concentrated H2o2 was in the range of several hun-

dreds of μS/cm. test for phosphate measurement for water quality testing was also applied to

the HtP solutions as a quick, easy, and reliable test for measuring phosphates in them, with

200 ppb as the lowest detection level. the results were negative what confirmed the conducti-

vity measurements (the level of phosphates was in the range appropriate for HtP class, that is

below 0,2 ppm). the level of pH was also trialed, showing the acidity that is more suitable for

concentrated H2o2/HtP solutions (lowering the rate of decomposition) (figure 7).

fig.7. the conductivity of HtP solutions was in the same range as those for deionized water whereas

the level of phosphates under 200 ppb(authors)

coNcLuSIoNS

Hydrogen peroxide is a safe and versatile chemical, monopropellant and oxidizer if handled

and stored properly. With the correct materials of construction, properly prepared in the labo-

ratory and conditioned, the chemical is very storable, normally decomposing at extremely low

rates. 
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BEzPIECzNA mETOdA PREPARATykI HTP ORAz STężONyCH
ROzTwORów NAdTlENkU wOdORU

Streszczenie

W artykule przedstawiono prosty sposób preparatyki laboratoryjnych ilości stężonego nad-

tlenku wodoru dla celów napędowych (zarówno stabilizowanego, jak i czystego, klasy HTP). 

Omówiono również podstawowe właściwości fizyczne tej substancji, wraz z uwzględnieniem wy-

mogów związanych z jej bezpiecznym użytkowaniem podczas badań oraz w technicznych apli-

kacjach. Zwrócono uwagę na takie aspekty jak kompatybilność materiałowa oraz stabilność.

Przedstawiono również prosty i skuteczny sposób określania czystości oraz stężenia uzyskiwa-

nych w laboratoryjnych warunkach stężonych roztworów nadtlenku wodoru.
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